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IN MAV'S WORKSHOP:

"TRANSFORMERS"
EXPLAINED
How to change 120V TRS-80 External Disk Drives
to 240V
by Ian Mavric
Being an American computer, the TRS-80 is still one of the best value
vintage computers which can be purchased in the USA, and if you are
patient, shipping to other places around the world is reasonable. This is
a real bonus if you live in a country where TRS-80s aren't very plentiful
(the UK and New Zealand are good examples of this) , or if they are
around they are usually in poor shape (Australia).
Trouble is that as delivered from the USA they will be 120V and this
presents its own set of problems in 240V countries.
Fortunately for people who don't mind clutter, a 240V-120V step-down
transformer can be bought on eBay for $35 or less. However my place is
messy enough so my preferred way is to replace the 120V transformer
inside the case itself.
The Tandy FD-501 Coco Disk Drive Power Supply:
I chose the FD-501 as it's representative of all later Coco disk drives: FD500, 501 and 502 are more or less the same. Mains AC is fed into a
transformer which has a single primary winding (120V) and two
secondary windings (8.4V and 14.75V). Notice that they are independent
of each other, not multi-tapped from a single secondary winding. I'll
refer to this again later.

Picture: shows transformer and is joined to regulator via red and orange
wires

Next these two low voltage AC supplies go into a small circuit board with
a few components. This is the voltage regulator board and it's purpose is
to take the two raw AC voltages, turn them into DC, smooth them out
and regulate them down to the required voltages to feed the disk drive:
5VDC and 12VDC. This is accomplished by firstly a bridge rectifier to
turn the AC to DC, a large capacitor to smooth out the resulting DC's
ripply current delivery, and then finally feeding to a voltage regulator IC
which maintains a constant output voltage. The theory behind the
voltage regulator IC is that regardless of how much the mains AC dips or
spikes, the output voltage fed to the disk drive is constant. On the
voltage regulator board there are two such circuits, one for 5V and one
for 12V, each with it's own bridge, capacitor and voltage regulator IC.
They are kept separate from each other though they are on the same
board.
Transformer Substitution Principle:
Ideally what we need then is to replace the existing transformer with one
which has a 240V input and two secondary windings with outputs around
8.4V and 14.75V like the last one. In practice it's very hard to find a
drop-in replacement. It's tempting to buy a multi-tap transformer and
tap the 7.5V and 12V points, but this won't work as it ties together the
two independent circuits on the voltage regulator. It's not designed that
way and will short and damage the whole voltage regulator board. The
only way to achieve a satisfactory result is to use two small transformers,
one feeding the 5V side of the voltage regulator board and one feeding
the 12V side. Because of the physical space restriction inside the FD-501
case, the two transformers need to be small, but not too small, so we
need to calculate how much current is needed.

Pictures: shows the AC outputs of each of the two secondary windings

Disk Drive Power Requirements:
The disk drive in the FD-501 unit as a TEC FB-501 which is surprisingly
difficult to find a technical manual for. Its performance characteristics
are very similar to the TEAC FD-55 series of disk drives, and I do have
access to the technical manual for that disk drive. If nothing else it gives
me an indication of what a typical 5.25in half-height disk drive needs to
run: 12VDC @0.25A, and 5VDC @0.4A Given that we might want to run
two disk drives we need to have around 0.5A on the 12VDC and close to
1A on the 5VDC.
Now that we know our power requirements we need to find transformers
which meet the requirements. Depending on your retailer of electronic
parts, they may have a small or large selection of transformers to choose
from. My local parts stockist is Jaycar Electronics which carries a small
selection of transformers, and two of them fit the bill. On the 12V side I
used a MM-2013 which delivers 500mA at 12.6V and on the 5V side I
used a MM-2002 which delivers 1A at 7.5V Interestingly the MM-2013 is
the physically smaller of the two, the MM-2002 is much larger and
although it produces less voltage in our application the disk drive relies
on it for more amps.

Pictures: show the outputs of the two transformers I will use in the
substitution

Disk Drive Power Requirements - Part II
It should be noted that disk drives don't use power at the above
amperages constantly, especially on the 12V side. A typical disk drive
like the TEC or TEAC will sit in its halted state drawing about 250mA on
the 5V (to power it's logic board) and virtually nothing on the 12V (12V
being used mainly for the disk drive motors - stepper and rotation
motors). When a disk drive is called and the diskette needs to be quickly
spun up to speed from standstill, the 12V pulls maximum current, but
once the diskette is up to speed, and this only takes a fraction of a
second, 12V current draw is minimal.
Final thoughts on selecting replacement transformers:
The design of the voltage regulator board and the regulators used (the
final stage before being fed into the disk drive) means that AC voltage
from a fairly wide range can be fed and excess power will just be
regulated out in the form of heat. It's why the voltage regulators are
mounted to a large aluminium heat-sink which sits near the cooling vents
on the disk drive case. You can feed each circuit slightly higher voltage
than the previous transformer but conversely it will also take a slightly
lower voltage. In my example above I am feeding 8.2V where previously
the transformer fed 8.4V, and feeding 13.7V where previously the
transformer fed 14.75V
It's OK to do this as long as you don't go too low in voltage (disk drive
won't work properly) or too high (voltage regulator PCB will overheat and
die). In practice around one volt lower than the previous transformer
works well and is what I aim for.
Mounting the Transformers and Finishing Off:
I tried a few different arrangements inside the case and found it works
best in my instance if the voltage regulator PCB stays in its original place,
and if using two different sized transformers, mount the smaller one near
the size, basically under the power switch, and the large one in the
middle. You are powering two transformers so the mains input needs to
go into a splitter to feed both transformers, but keep a fuse in the circuit
and make sure it's before the split. Other than that you just connect the
output of each transformer to the appropriate points on the voltage
regulator board. Cable ties neaten things up, as does clipping wires to an
appropriate short length to minimise clutter inside the case.

Picture: shows two transformers mounted and wired up

Note To Would-Be Transformer Upgraders:
BE CAREFUL - if you are unsure of anything don't try it or get someone in
the know to do it for you.
Power supplies can and do contain lethal voltages and I don't want
anyone, and can't be held responsible, for anyone who hurts themself.
TREAT MAINS POWER WITH CARE,
BECAUSE IT DOESN'T CARE ABOUT YOU!
Ian Mavric
Ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

SYDTRUG Meeting News for Saturday 14th November 2015
By Errol Rosser, SYDTRUG Librarian
(Photos courtesy of Ivan Kennedy)
Committee meeting
Present :President, Secretary, Hardware Coordinator, Membership Secretary, Public Officer, Treasurer,
Librarian, Web Editor and Newsletter Editor

Left to right Errol Alex, Peter, and Debbie
Meeting Details :Started at 13:10, previous minutes were accepted, correspondence noted and various committee
reports were given. $0.00 income and $0.00 expenses for the previous month. The treasurer
submitted the group’s balance sheet for 2014-2015. Income for the year was more than $200 LESS
than the costs (hall hire, Fair Trading fees and insurance)
Discussion on web site updates – additions in the last month :- 200+ more exchange newsletters,1
GB+ of Model II manuals and 8” disk images, emulators for Coco, M100, Models I, III & 4, CPM and
more TRS-80, MS-DOS & Windows software & manuals, new general Discussion Forum. The on-line
library now has 35,162 files (76.7 GB) as 1566 hardware user & service manuals (3.1 GB), 5033
software manuals and programs (8.2 GB), 1874 magazines (46.9 GB), 476 books (6.8 GB) and 6,270
exch. newsletters from 137 clubs (12.5 GB)
New Business :Discussion on the upcoming AGM, distribution of the AGM notice, proxy form, balance sheet and
notice of the proposed motion to suspend meetings at Regents Park. Some of the alternatives to the
suspension of meetings were discussed as well as the content of the notice of motion. The primary
concern is the continuing decline in financial members and the increasing costs of hall hire and public
liability insurance resulting in the group not having the funds to pay the public liability insurance in
February 2017
General Meeting
Three non-committee members attended today - Jenny (arrived with Alex), Colleen May, and Ivan
Kennedy. Ex-member Garry Howarth visited with his System 80
Peter was busy on his laptop, Jenny was working on her iPad while Alex helped Colleen with her new
printer
Left to Right – Colleen, Alex and Jenny
Garry was testing SD Card floppy disk emulators
on his System 80 with a VGA LCD instead of the
usual CRT monitor.

Left to Right – Garry, his System 80 and me
I set up my Model I and demonstrated the MISE
(Model I System Expander) from Peter Bartlett (also
using an LCD screen instead of a monitor)
Ivan had his Model I with a FreHD hard disk
emulator

Left to Right –Ivan’s Model I with FreHD, and my
Model I with MISE
Ivan borrowed a spare MISE unit from me for
evaluation at home.
Meeting was closed, very reluctantly, at 17:05

While I was getting the exchange newsletters last month, I saw the photo (below) of a
computer group meeting. This is typical of the majority of the other computer groups.
Note there is no where to put your own computer. It is just a lecture/presentation style of
“meeting”, NOT a hands on, bring your own PC to demonstrate or get help like our
meetings have been since the very first back in 1978

Reprinted from “SYDTRUG News C/- Peter Wignell PO Box 95 Narwee NSW 2209 Australia”

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

Hi Dusty,
I was just doing a Google search regarding a program I wrote, and found
your TRS8BIT PDF (vol 7 issue 4).
In it you feature my Missile Dodge program but said you couldn't trace
the author. Well I thought you might like to know that it's me :-)
I published it on YouTube, but it seems a couple of sites ripped the
content and republished it as if it was their own, hence the confusion.
The original video and description is here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWyZO-yPnvM
I also did a follow up here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siu_f2Jcllc
I was just looking around as I'm playing around with TRS-80 emulators
at the moment, as a warm up to hopefully getting an old Video Genie up
and running soon (my old one no longer works, but I've got a lead to get
another that hopefully works, or will at least help me to fix my existing
one!)
Then I'd like to see if I can get something to use memory cards instead
of cassettes, but most of the information out there seems to be around
TRS-80s rather than Video Genies/System 80s, which use a different
expansion interface. Still looking ... do you have any leads that could
help?
Regards,
Richard

Following on from Missile Dodge (see my other videos), I decided to write
a new one-line game from scratch.
One thing that always bothered me about my original one line games was
the lack of playing area - there wasn't enough space in one line to draw
anything useful. I really wanted to make a Pacman type game, but couldn't find a way.
I wondered if I could draw a Pacman-style maze using a pseudo random
number algorithm.
I haven't found that yet, but I did discover the Binary Maze algorithm
(see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maze_generation
And http://www.astrolog.org/labyrnth/algr... ).

So here's a game which draw a maze, and then lets you try to escape out
the bottom or right edges (the binary maze is always guaranteed to have
a route to an exit on the bottom or right edges).
Use the arrow keys to move. NB. If the emulator you use has an option
to map the Windows keyboard to the TRS-80 keyboard you may need to
turn it off to get the arrow keys to work properly.
0 IFC=0THENCLS:FORC=1TO480:R=RND(2):PRINTCHR$(320144*R);CHR$(161+15*R);:NEXT:GOTOELSEK=PEEK(14400):P=X+
(K=32ANDX>0-)-(K=64):Q=Y+(K=8ANDY>0)-(K=16):IFPOINT(P,Q)
THENGOTOELSERESET(X,Y):X=P:Y=Q:SET
(X,Y):IFX>126ORY>44THENPRINT"WELL DONE"ELSEGOTO
A couple of explanatory notes:
(1) The shenanigans with CHR$() on the convoluted expression is to select one of two graphics characters without using an IF THEN clause. For
details of the graphics characters see http://www.trs-80.com/wordpress/
zaps-... The first is selecting between a space (ASCII 32) and a horizontal
line (176). The second is selecting between a full block (191) and the
horizontal line (176).
(2) PEEK(14400) is looking at the keyboard memory map, and picks up
the arrow keys. See my Missile Dodge video for details and links.

REVIEW of GNOMIC FEATURE ROM "B"
For the Video Genie
The Feature ROM'B' from General Northern Microcomputers contains
several utilities that are normally loaded from tape as required. With all
the bother that the procedure involves, such as CSAVEing your program
first, setting MEM SIZE. CLOADing a renumber program or compress
utility and then reloading your program etc.. etc.
The ROM sits in an area unused by the Tandy ROM, so takes up no user
RAM (again, unlike most tape utilities). It contains the following aids
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Return to Basic.
Keyboard Invert.
BASIC Renumber .
Single BASIC Keywords.
Flashing block Cursor.
BASIC program Merge.
BASIC program Compress.

These options are displayed by SHIFT/BREAK, once a short initialisation
routine has been typed, in direct Mode. The number of the option
required is then entered.
Renumber chances all line numbers, GOSUBs, GOTOs, ON GOTOs etc..
starting at 10 with increments of 10. Single keywords are perhaps a little
strange.
(Pi=3.141526535898) would be attractive addition, though no doubt
increase the cost, if the user could define these keywords when ordering.
It's nice to see that those followed by brackets, such as STRING$, CHR$
etc. have the first bracket symbol included. These keywords are called by
SHIFT/A-Z.
Flashing cursor changes the standard character to a Graphics block.
CHR$(176).
Merge allows a BASIC program in Memory to be protected while a second
program is loaded. Renumber is called automatically at this point! It
would have been better to omit this call because, if merging a suite of
sub-routines with defined line numbers, these will be changed.

Compress removes all redundant spaces and REM's.
Installing the ROM is a little more complicated than first envisaged.
Although the neat PCB it fitted with an edge connector to match the one
on the rear of the TRS-80 keyboard, it leaves it 'flapping in the breeze'
and consequently, easily damaged. So a case (one of Tandy's plastic
boxes) will be required.
If you already use the expansion connector for a printer interface unit,
there is a further expense in obtaining a splitter cable (available from
GNOMIC). The power supply for the ROM is of the mains adaptor type
combined with a 13 amp plug.
GNOMIC show a Feature ROM "A" in their catalogue and this raises
another point. Although the ROMs are fitted into sockets on the PCB, this
is an ordinary IC type and it would not be easy (or recommended) to
keep unplugging and plugging ROMs. Neither does there seem to be
much space on the PCB to allow fitting of a 'zero insertion force' socket.
Such a socket could be fitted to the case, with a connector to the PCB
ROM socket, but this is all extra cost again.
The instructions are rather poor copies and while covering the basic
operating details, could be expanded. The instructions also fail to
mention the Screen Print facility, (although in the adverts) which is called
by holding down keys JKL. This can be done at any tine, even when a
program is running. There does seen to be a slight bug here: if the last
line displayed is
PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE
when JKL are pressed, the last character (E) is erased and not printed.
It's easy to overcome this. Just leave a space in the program line after
the last character. If you have a full screen of graphics though, hum...
On the whole, once installed, the Feature ROM is well worth the cost and
the tine saved over using tape utilities when developing long programs is
a big bonus.
Pete Bamfield

MORE ON GENERAL NORTHERN
MICROCOMPUTERS UPGRADES
Since buying my Genie System two and a half years ago I have added
several
pieces of hardware as supplied by
GNOMIC,
8,Whitworth Rd.,
S.W. Industrial Est.
Peterlee, Co.
Durham.
The first addition was their lower case kit. Once installed this gives l/c (of
course) with true descenders plus up arrows, down arrows, left and
right arrows, some interesting graphics symbols and a POUND sign.
The hardware as it stands requires a software driver which is supplied.
(See later for hardware driver).
The fitting of the kit requires the removal of the keyboard. The
instructions clearly take you through the stages of removing the
character generator chip; inserting the new generator chip; replacing the
video memory IC; making three wire links and cutting one track. The
next instruction tells you to have a cup of tea or coffee before checking
everything and trying it out.
The second important addition was the ROM. This was in fact fitted at the
same time as the l/c kit.
The ROM replaces the first of the three Genie ROMS and is easily fitted
once the keyboard is removed. Taking the precautions given in the
instructions to avoid static the original ROM is unplugged and the ROM is
inserted in the same socket.
The ROM adds several useful features which are transparent to the user.
Particularly useful is the option to have your own message appears on
power up instead of just READY?
There is a 1/c driver, an option to have normal typing in UPPER or lower
case; a keyboard debounce routine; and there is a printer re-route (for
Genies using TRS-80 expansion interface). If you have a TRS-80 then I
am told that the improved tape loading offered by the ROM is very good.
A further feature is a routine to initialise Feature ROMS.

Another of the additions was Feature Rom A.
This is an EPROM which can be plugged onto the bus at the rear of the
Genie System. The more daring can fit it internally as a more permanent
fixture.
There are actually two Feature ROMs available, A and B, but I can only
speak for A.
It is necessary to buy a made up PCB which plugs into the bus at the rear
of the Genie, the Feature ROMs are then plugged into this PCB (One at a
time).
The Feature ROMs can be initialized in either of two ways. One way is to
use a short software routine, the other is to fit The ROM. The latter
method is by far the best since initialization is automatic and transparent.
Once fitted and initialized the Feature Rom is called by pressing shift and
3> together, this puts a menu on the screen.
The options for Feature Rom A are:To abort the function.
Shift lock. This toggles between UPPER and lower case and back.
Auto repeat. This gives a repeat on all keys after a short delay.
Single key commands. Press shift plus a letter.
Cursor flash. This can be toggled on or off.
Machine code Monitor and Editor. This allows the examination and
alterations of any location. (Like T-BUG). There is J for jump command
and B to return to BASIC
6
System Load and Save. This option has a further menu.
L = Load 500 Baud M/C Program. No names needed and after loading,
the NAME, START, ENTRY and END addresses are given.
S = Save a M/C Program. Just copy NAME, START, ENTRY and END
addresses from screen and the work is done for you.
R = Run the resident M/C Program.
B = To exit function.
Option 6 is useful for making M/C backups and for checking to see if you
have any resident M/C Utilities.
I have used a Genie I which has similar built in functions but find Rom A
easier to use. A further bonus is that the plug in PCB can be used for
other EPROMS e.g. Lowes HIRES Driver.
One of the really beneficial changes was to upgrade the onboard RAM to
48K. This was probably the most difficult but only because the Genie
finished up in more pieces during the process.

The keyboard and CPU board have to be removed before cutting two
links. The CPU board is then replaced before removing the existing eight
RAM chips.
The replacement 48K is then inserted in the original RAM sockets
followed by the making of several soldered connections. Now for another
cup of coffee! PRINT MEM and up comes 48380
It is fair to say that not everything I fitted worked first time but a cal to
GNOMIC on (0783) 860314 at almost any time brought uncomplaining
assistance.
Colin and Tom at GNOMIC demonstrate what the words BACKUP and
PUBLIC RELATIONS really mean.
All the hardware described has been designed to fit all Genies and in
most cases TRS-80's. A phone call or s.a.e to GNOMIC will soon answer
your questions about compatibility with your particular version of the
machines.
Prices:- VAT to be added after cost and p and p.
p and p is 0.80p on small items l i k e those described.
The ROM = £14. 95
Rom A or Rom B alone = £18.95
Rom A or Rom B with plug i n PCB = £29.95 for Genie.
£34.50 for TRS-80
Lower case k i t = £19.00. 48k Expansion = £43.50
I f you would rather not f i t your own upgrades there i s a charge f o r
f i t t i n g and testing by GNOMIC.
A l l the additions,
are running on my
Genie System
with smalLDOS
and I f i n d that
a l l is satisfactory.
Apparently the
Feature ROMs are
not compatible
w i t h the Aculab
Floppy Tape.
Lynn Smith

In Mav's Workshop
RADIO SHACK EXPANSION INTERFACES Part 1 of 2
by Ian Mavric
History
Even back in 1977 if you were designing a computer that you wanted to
be taken seriously, it needed to be able to utilise that wonder-device of
the time, the floppy disk drive. Micro computers prior to 1977 like the
Apple I and KIM-1 were not designed with disk operation in mind, but
their successors, the Apple ][ and CBM Pet were. Steve Leininger, the
main designer of the Model 1, decided correctly that for the computer to
competitive, a pathway to add disk drives to the TRS-80 was needed,
and so an bus was included on the Model 1. This bus would interface to a
unit which would expand the system. Not wanting decisions about the
name to delay the device, they named it what we call it today, the
Expansion Interface, or EI.
While quite a considerable time was spent designing and debugging the
TRS-80 Model 1 itself, when it was released and the interest, pre-order
and sales far exceeded anyone's expectations, talk of how to expand the
system was a common topic of the time, and Steve was given a much
shorter timeframe to design the EI. Microsoft had completed its Level II
Basic language by the end of 1977, a language which was necessary
because of it's floppy boot routine, which made getting the EI on the
market even more urgent. In the early months of 1978 Tandy released
Level II Basic, the EI, the "Mini Disk" disk drive, and TRSDOS 2.1, and
that's when the fun started.
Underwhelming operation and unreliability during the first year, coupled
with the bugs in TRSDOS 2.1 meant the first six or so months of
Expansion Interface production and usage gave the EI a bad reputation.
To Radio Shack's credit, they didn't stop trying to make it reliable, and it
did take some time to properly understand why the EI gave such varying
results from installation to installation. DB Kitsz writes a very good
explanation of the problems with the EI so rather than re-invent the
wheel, take a moment to go read "How the System Expands" in The
Custom TRS-80, Chapter 5, from pages 121 to 124. Basically the betatesters of the device were simply not prepared for the extreme
environmental conditions TRS-80 systems would eventually find
themselves in, and while it worked great in the test lab, it was less than
reliable in the field.

Fixes were implemented in the form of the Buffer Box and then the DIN
cable modification, but these only partly made up for the inherent design
problems in the EI. In January 1980 Radio Shack finally released a redesigned EI and shortly afterwards TRSDOS 2.3, and the problems with
the EI finally went mostly away.
Perspective
Depending on where you read to come up to speed with TRS-80s you can
either think that all EIs are a chunk-o-junk that were never reliable and
only the last re-designed one worked satisfactorily, but really a product
from a competitor, like the LNW System Expansion was required to bring
true reliability to the system. I beg to differ. Once you understand the
problems and solutions you can understand how each design can be
made to work reliably.
RAM, for example, has a big bearing on the performance of the early EI.
Those ceramic and gold 4116 chips from early 1978 may look impressive
but they are s-l-o-w (350-450ns) but they were the best available at the
time. They are too slow to reliably keep up with the high-speed signals
going to and from the Model I keyboard unit. It may surprise you that
using faster 200ns 4116 chips from the early 80s in the EI makes it much
more reliable. Co-incidence that by the time the redesigned EI came
long this was the Ram which came with it?
Oxidising Edge Connectors. In a typical Tandy economy move which
carried all the way through the Model 4, Tandy 2000, and Coco line,
rather than sensibly gold plate the edge connectors for reliability, they
solder coated them. Solder, in contact with gold or silver in the cable
connectors, oxidises over time making the signals weak and prone to
misinterpretation. This affects both designs of EI if left unchecked. (It
also affects LNW EIs where you could buy a cheap kit version without
gold connectors if you were tight.) Clean the connectors with a pinkpearl eraser every 6 months and even the earliest EIs can work well. It's
often a lottery... there are those out there who never clean the
connectors and the system works well, and those who find they need to
clean them every 6 weeks. This randomness has to be considered a
quirk of your system and preventatively attended to accordingly.
The two points listed above should set of light bulbs in people's heads
that they are related, and that if you could somehow take the memory
out of the EI then most of its problems go away. Installing 48K (using
either 24 4116 chips or 8 4164 chips) into the Model I keyboard and
having no RAM in the EI eliminates nearly all problems with memory
crashes and spontaneous reboots.

Data Separation and early TRSDOS bugs. Those who have only ever
used TRSDOS 2.3 know it as a boringly stable DOS with limited
functionality. It does nothing perfectly but everything OK. Versions prior
to 2.3 (ie. 2.1 and 2.2) which were in wide circulation at the time the EI
problems were at their peak had many bugs. These bugs would
sometimes cause the same spontaneous reboots that looked remarkably
like the memory problems mentioned above.
Recognising this problem Apparat wrote a totally new operating system
called NEWDOS 2.1 (forerunner to Newdos/80 2.x) and people were
amazed at its stability even on habitually problematic systems. Tandy
quietly sneaked TRSDOS 2.3 into the marketplace and as people moved
to it reboots due to poor programming started to abate.
Data separation is a function of the FDC (floppy disk controller) IC and in
the EI the WD1771 uses its own built-in lacklustre data separation
routine. Western Digital, the maker of the 1771, even warns in it's
datasheet that it shouldn't be trusted and to do the job properly, an
external hardware data separator should be included in the design.
Radio Shack ignores this because it worked OK in the lab. Out in the
field it works most of the time too.... unless you've been unlucky enough
to buy an EI which has crapulent data separation.
To fix this the Percom company made the "Data Separator" which plugs
into the 1771 socket and fixes the problem. Later on when double
density adapters became popular they all had the necessary data
separation circuit installed. So the solution in this case is to install a
doubler even if you don't use the double density function just having it
there can improve single density read/writes. Finally, another problem
from the time is that diskettes from the 1970s from some of the cheaper
manufacturers were just not that good. Couple that with all the
problems above and you are starting to get a clearer understanding of
the early EIs bad reputation.

Picture: Data Separator (left) and Double Density adapter (right)

(Anyone still using diskettes on a Model I should stick to reputable
brands like Verbatim, Kodak, Fujifilm, Xidex, and Gestetner 360K DSDD
disks from the mid-80s will get good results. I even avoid Radio Shack
brand disks from the 1980s as over their lifetime I have found they don't
hold up as well as the brands listed above.)
Examining the Re-designed Expansion Interface (1980-82)
NOTE: There are two basic designs of the EI, understanding them can be
confusing and nothing should be taken for granted. If you don't
understand something, ask on relevant internet forums or ask TRS-80
experts, as you can run into considerable trouble and not even know it.
We call them early and late EIs to differentiate between them, but the
fact that the PCB can be interchanged in the case of either EI means you
may have one you *think* is an early and is a late, or vice-versa, so
serial and catalog numbers are handy to know but can be misleading.
Far better to look at the PCB itself.
This talk concerns the re-designed EI, of which they are the most
plentiful. This is due to reliability concerns starting to abate and reduced
prices as the Ram and FDC (the most expensive parts in the EI) cost RS
less so they could sell the EI for less, hence more people took up the
option to buy it.
Although they contain similar number of chips (early: 51, re-designed:
50) the re-designed EI has a revised layout so solve a problem
"microphonics" which was apparent in the early EI.
Included is four 74LS244 buffers which do the same job as the Buffer Box
on the early EI, which is why the Buffer Box is not needed and won't
work on the re-designed EI.
Additionally, a DDU - Digital Delay Unit - in U37 takes the single RAS line
and generates the CAS and MUX signals inside the EI. It works because
instead of being dependent on 3 signals accurately travelling between the
Model I keyboard and the EI, only one (RAS) has to.

Picture: Re-designed EI shows parts layout. This one has Goldplug-80s (good) and mismatched RAM (bad)

Making re-designed EIs More Reliable
1. Clean edge connectors really help, but also the cable which runs
between the Model I keyboard and the EI needs to be in top condition.
Since the original cables are 35 years old, if they have been treated with
care they can continue to run reliably but if it's suspect (like works well
on some angles and not at all on others) it's best to replace it with a new
one. I sell them on my web site. Also don't forget to clean the edge
connector on the Model I itself, a process which required disassembly of
the M1 case but it's important you clean it's edge connector also.
2. Make sure memory is up to speed. Most of these EIs came with
decent quality fast (250-300ns) Ram but examine it closely anyway and
replace it with memory which has a good quality reputation. I like NEC
D416C-2 which are rated at 200ns. Motorola MCM4116BP20 are also
good devices rated at 200ns. At least make sure all the Ram chips in
both banks are rated at the same speed. Buffering of this memory is
important so make sure Z29, Z31, and Z44 and Z45 pairs (all 74LS244)
are all working and if they are suspect, best to replace them with new
ones.
3. Disk drive problems. The line drivers are responsible for signals
stepping the disk drive heads from track to track. They are type 7416
(not LS16 or HC16) high-current devices and are know to wear out then
die. Z34 and Z41 are the culprits so install good quality sockets and
those chips. If a disk drive head sticks or the terminating resistor fails
these two chips cop it so it's good to keep some spares on hand.

As mentioned before the data separation problem can sometimes affect
these re-designed EIs as RS decided it was not a priority to add a dataseparation circuit, so if even replacing the 7416s and the WD1771 with
another one the disk operation is questionable at best, add a Percom
data separator if you can find one, or if not add a double-density adapter.
4. Heat. In Australia the TRS-80 Power Supply units which came with
our Model Is and EIs are oversized and don't fit inside the EI. I
remember one summer it was 42C in my room and even with a fan on
me and my Model I the system was crashing even though the PSUs were
outside the EI. Similar conditions in the US which have two heatgenerating PSUs installed inside the EI I would surmise cause problems
at much lower ambient temperatures. Even DB Kitsz in The Custom TRS
-80 mentions in hot climates to get the PSUs out of the EI and discard
the plastic covers which, although they make the system look neat, trap
heat in the EI that eventually cases instability problems. If you prefer
the neatness of having the PSUs inside the EI an alternative is to use the
Toroid PSUs I make and sell, they generate much less heat and I have
had one living inside my EI for three years now and have not had any
heat-related system failures.
5. Treat your system with respect. As one of the earliest disk systems
the Model I has a fragile nature about it which must be respected. Don't
move your keyboard around while the system is running. It's not
designed that way and the movement and strain on the interconnect
cable can cause a crash in even the most otherwise reliable system.
Likewise don't go turning any peripherals on or off with the system
running, it was most likely crash. Want to print something but didn't
turn the printer on? Sorry bud but you need to save your work, power
down the system, power up your printer, and the system again, reboot,
re-load then print. If you are feeling adventurous try turning the printer
on or off while the machine is running, 1 out of 3 times it will crash. The
same goes for the Model III and 4 to a lesser extent but TRS-80s are just
not similar enough to modern PCs as to be directly comparable in
operating procedures.
Conclusion for Part 1 - the Re-Designed Expansion Interface
How do I know I'm buying a re-designed EI? It can be hard to tell from
photos on eBay or Craigslist, but a dead giveaway is if it comes with a
Buffer Box and has a sticker on it which says "Use Only With Buffered
Cable". If the plastic cover from the middle front of the EI is missing,
look for a large capacitor (usually it's blue), that indicates a re-designed
EI. If you can see inside it via the grilles underneath the EI look for Ram
chips running left to right. Early EIs have them running back to front.
NEXT TIME: I discuss the early EI and the reliability modifications RS applied
Ian Mavric - ianm@trs-80.com

Flying Bird

A 512KB prototype card compatible SUPERMEM
Pascal Holdry
Goal:
The opportunity to work with 512KB RAM on the TRS-80 Model I computer
To retrieve existing software
Keep track of our digital heritage
Provide a diagram for troubleshooting and understanding the operation of the card.
Use only type GAL20V8 unlike Supermen card or two types of Pals are used.
The programming of the GAL was directed by Régis Munoz.
A hole in the PCB was made for the passage of a large colonette the housing bottom (unlike the SUPERMEN
card that requires cutting this great column).
Attention all components except the Z80 should be mounted without brackets
Map view prototype

Card attached to the motherboard

Changes in the bottom of the case
Must be shortened by a few millimetres a short column with a forest

Demo.
Demo 01

Demo 02

The connections of the card
The wiring is identical to the wiring instructions of the SUPERMEN card due to compatibility.
but the prototype of a memory bank uninterruptible PCB is under consideration.

The scheme, programming LAGs and Gerbers of this
map are available for free in the Downloads menu
Some text and some images on my site
might still be n u s Copyright their respective publishers and authors.
If they so wish, I will remove them immediately

ph@prof-80.fr

Cleaning a TRS-80 model III keyboard
Robert C Baruch
(www.halfbakedmaker.org)
I have a TRS-80 model III.
It has a keyboard. It doesn't work so well. Some keys don't work, others are flaky.

So I opened it up and popped the keycaps off.

I removed the keyboard assembly. It's an Alps 12KE010C.

Well, that explains some of the keys not working at all. The only thing protecting the keyboard PCB from the plastic post in the base of the computer is... nothing. Oh Radio Shack.
Were you already beginning the long slow slide into oblivion?

Still doesn't explain flaky keys. So I desoldered a key, since that's the only way to get them
out.

I measured the resistance when pressing the key.

160kohms?! That's just wrong! Let's open this thing up. It's easy: you just pry on these tabs
with your fingernails and they just pop apart.

The inside of the bottom contains the contacts.

Those little dimples are supposed to press into the rubber conductive material inside the
dome. And press they did. I suspect these keys weren't meant to stand up to much use.
640k key presses ought to be enough for anyone.

Lacking true contact cleaner, I just scratched up the contacts and dimples with a screwdriver to maybe get rid of oxidation. I also rotated the dome 90 degrees so the dimples can
press into fresh rubber. I put the key together and...

87 ohms! That's more like it.
63 more keys to go :(

TRS-Box
Peter Cetinski

TRS-Box is now in beta!
TRS-Box is a Dropbox client for the TRS-80 Microcomputer. It allows you to navigate and copy files from and
to your Dropbox from your TRS-80. It is an easy and powerful way to manage the files on your TRS-80.
TRS-Box requires a TRS-80 Model I with MISE or a TRS-80 Model III or 4 with M3SE setup with a broadband Internet connection and a Dropbox account.
To use TRS-Box you will first log into your Dropbox account and give permission for TRS-Box to access it’s
folder in your Dropbox. Authentication takes place on the secure Dropbox site so TRS-Box never has access to
your Dropbox credentials. TRS-Box will only have access to its own folder found at Apps/TRS-Box. This is
where you will place your TRS-80 files.
Go to http://www.trs.pski.net/trsbox/ login

and just follow the directions.

The TRS-Box Commands
You can download the TRS-Box commands here trs-box-0.1.zip. Once you unzip them, you can copy the command programs to your TRS-80 using the MISE/M3SE FTPD service. Be sure to transfer using Binary mode.
dbsetup – Configures TRS-Box with the access token provided after logging in to Dropbox on your modern
computer.
e.g. dbsetup 1111111111
dbpwd – Shows the current working folder in Dropbox
dbcd – Changes the current working Dropbox folder. You specify the folder to switch as a parameter. Standard directory techniques apply such as “..” to move up a folder. Use quotes when folders have a space.
e.g. dbcd "Another Folder"
dbdir – Shows the contents of the current working folder in Dropbox

Viewing the contents of a Dropbox folder on a TRS-80 using the TRS-Box dbdir command

dbget – Retrieves a file from Dropbox. You specify the file name of a file in the current Dropbox folder and
a TRS-80 filespec for where you want the file to be copied.
e.g. dbget readme.txt readme/txt:2

dbput – Copies a local TRS-80 file to Dropbox. You specify the TRS-80 filespec of a file on the TRS-80
and a filename for where you want the file to be copied in the current Dropbox folder.
e.g. dbput readme/txt:2 readme.txt
Future: dbsync – Synchronizes the current working Dropbox folder with a TRS-80 logical drive. You
provide the TRS-80 logical drive you want to sync with as a parameter. Only files in the Dropbox folder
that are valid TRS-80 filespecs will be considered.
e.g. dbsync 3
Future: dbexec – Runs a CMD file in the current working Dropbox folder on the TRS-80. Only files in
the Dropbox folder that are valid TRS-80 filespecs will be considered. You specify the filename as a parameter.
e.g. dbexec visicalc.cmd

Notes
This is beta software and is more than likely to occasionally crash and freeze your TRS-80 from time to time.
Don’t worry… simple system reset will get you going again.
If you run into problems, try getting a new token and running dbsetup again. Let me know if you continue to
have issues.
During beta, please don’t copy over important files without suitable backups in place.
Data from TRS-Box tools to the proxy server is not currently encrypted so please do not transfer files with
sensitive data. I’m looking into implementing lightweight encryption in a future release.

I am a software engineer of modern systems who played with
Atari's and Commodores as a boy and have a new found
interest in retro computing and software development on the
classic Tandy machines.

http://www.usborne.com/
catalogue/feature-page/
computer-and-codingbooks.aspx#copyright

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP:

CP/M on the Model I
- A discussion on Mappa-1
by Ian Mavric
Development on CP/M adapters for the TRS-80 was effectively killed on
1st August, 1983 when Tandy released the Model 4, which had all the
hardware necessary to effectively run CP/M.
Montezuma was quickly in with their version of CP/M 2.2 and Tandy
followed around 6 months later with its version of CP/M 3.0 Plus. Before
the Model 4 there was a thriving industry in making CP/M work on the
Model I and III, and Omikron was at the cutting edge of it.
Why CP/M?
Control Program for Microcomputers, or CP/M, was developed by Gary
Kildall of Digital Research around 1973 as an operating system for the
16K Intel Intellec-8 development system with a Shugart disk drive.
It was based on the Intel 8080 processor and so was a natural for the
Z80 systems which would come along in the late 1970s. CP/M's
requirements are very basic: an ASCII terminal, 16K memory (or more preferably 64K), an 8080, 8085 or Z80 CPU, and a disk drive an a
bootstrap routine.
With such vague requirements, virtually all systems based around the
Altair's S-100 bus ran CP/M. Anyone designing a Z80 system in the late
1970s would have had CP/M in the back of their minds as an operating
system, and this might have been the case at Tandy as well, since the
original design of the Expansion Interface spec'd that it would be S-100
compatible.
It ended up not being S-100 compatible and around this time Tandy
chose to develop their own DOS in-house, which became TRSDOS 2.3
Compared to later operating systems like LS-DOS, Newdos/80 and
MultiDOS, CP/M is a quaint little operating system with an enormous
software base. When it comes to functionality it's a plain, reliable, low
memory-overhead operating system .

MAPPA-1 Brings CP/M Easily To The Model I
Based on the old Omikron design, Mappa-1 installs easily into your Model
I and is completely reversible as no trace cuts or soldering is required.
To install it you simply open your Model I, prize out the Z80 CPU and
install it in the Mappa-1, and then insert the Mappa-1 into the
motherboard Z80 socket. Once installed, Mappa-1's Eprom boots the
system to a choice of either TRS-80 or CP/M mode:

In CP/M mode the memory map is re-arranged, or "re-mapped" (hence
the name) which starts main memory at 0000H to C000H. All the
memory mapped ports of the Model I are addressed at new addresses
now. This includes the keyboard, video display, cassette port and floppy
drive ports. The new addresses are calculated by adding C000H to the
old addresses. So the video memory is now found at FC00H to FFFFH).
OK Let's Boot CP/M Already!
Booting and running CP/M couldn't be simpler, just have your boot floppy
disk ready inserted in Drive 0 and answer C to the operating system
request above. Pressing C remaps the memory, loads the CP/M BIOS
and goes to load in and execute the contents of sector one of track zero
on the boot floppy disk. Before you know it you are greeted with:

Doing a DIR gives us a directory of the disk in the usual manner, and I'll
talk about a few of the files on the disk:

CP/M 2.2 comprises of 6 commands and 5 utilities. The utilities you can
see above are standard CP/M offerings: PIP, which copies files, STAT,
which displays information about files and free disk space, DDT, a Debug
monitor, ED, a text editor, ASM, which is an 8080 assembler.
Specialist utilities for the Omikron implementation on the Model I:
MFORMAT, formats a 5 1/4in disk, LFORMAT, formats an 8in disk,
OMCOPY backs up the whole disk, MSYSGEN/LSYSGEN copies CP/M
image to 5 1/4in or 8in disk respectively, DUMP, displays a file in hex,
LOAD, converts a Hex file to Com, and DSKTEST and MEMTEST are
diagnostics for the system.
What Will Run on Mappa-1 CP/M?
The heyday of the CP/M mapper for the Model I was 1980-82. If you
Google around you can find lots of repositories of old CP/M software.
http://www.classiccmp.org/cpmarchives/ and http://
www.retroarchive.org/cpm/index.html are two which spring to mind. You
will find lots of software which doesn't work or only partially work mainly due to the 64 column screen or 48K limitation - since the
standard CP/M 2.2 system of the early 80s has an 80 column screen and
64K memory. But you will also find a fair amount of software which is
interesting and does work.
I look through archives and try to find software, and when I do I upload
it to the Mappa-1 web page so people can download it and use it on their
systems. My time however is limited, what with everything else I do for
the TRS-80 community, so you can help me out and as you find
interesting software which works, email me the details so I can make it
available to others for their usage.
HyperCross - handy utility to move files from and to Omikron CP/M disks
One thing you will find is that most CP/M software out there is not in a
format readily readable by Omikron CP/M 2.2 because it still uses a 35
track single density format similar, but not the same, as other Model I
operating systems. In fact CP/M was infamous for it's myriad of different
disk formats, and for a while it seemed that every new computer
released had a new and incompatible disk format. Future operating
systems like MS-DOS had the look and feel of CP/M but stuck with a
standardised format, making life much simpler, and it's one of the
reasons PC compatibles running MS-DOS flourished.

What we need is a program which knows how to read a ton of different
formats and copy them over to disks of incompatible formats.
HyperCross was just such a program by Michael Gingell and was sold
during the 1980s before being turned over to public domain in the early
90s. It runs on the Model 4 and anyone who has a Mappa-1 will want
this program. It's simple menu-driven design lets you chose the format
of your alien disk, you can then examine the contents and tag them to be
moved.
It's not perfect and some disks require two steps. Say you have a CP/M
disk from a Kaypro II, you would select 3T and move your files to a TRS80 disk, then you would select 8L, Omikron CP/M 1.4 format (which is
what Mappa-1 uses) and move the files to that disk. It's then ready to
try out on your Mappa-1.

As you can see from the above screen shots, just about every CP/M
format is supported, and also other useful formats like MS-DOS, RS-DOS
(for the Coco), and CP/M-86. There are 10.5 pages of file types
supported. HyperCross can be downloaded from my web site, it's on the
Mappa-1 page.
Concluding:
This history of CP/M is really the history of microcomputers and disk
drives. Prior to the MS-DOS era the productive world of small computers
was a story of CP/M as the dominant operating system with the most
widely ranging library of specialised software. With Mappa-1 you can relive the earliest days of computer usage for research and nostalgia.

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

Mav Quarterly

Updates on the state of the Biz, in no particular order
by Ian Mavric
Price Changes FreHD Products: The Australian dollar continues to fall
against the US dollar so I've lowered the price of the FreHD to
$USD179.99 for US buyers. Also, on the FreHD Emulator page on my
website I've put a Quick FreHD Pricelist so you don't need to scroll all the
way through the screen looking for prices for everything. At this time I
also reduced the $USD prices for all FreHD-related items consistent with
the $A devaluation.
Hans-0x Products: Hans Rietveld, with the help of Pascal Holdry, came
up with a series of four adapters. Two allow adding a Lo-Tech IDE hard
drive to a Model II/12/16/16B or 6000 (Hans-01 and Hans-02), as well
as a two adapter set (Hans-03 and Hans-04) which add three expansion
slots to the Model 12 computer, which is usually missing it's card cage.
These are now available from my site in either unpopulated PCBs or fully
built Hans boards. For more information go to the new VCF site: http://
www.vcfed.org/forum/showthread.php?49641-Model-12-BUS-BOARD
Shipping Times: Over the last 6 months I have noticed generally very
long shipping times to the EU except for UK, which seems to be relatively
consistent at about 10 days. Shipments sent recently to France, Italy,
Greece and Germany have been taking some 5-6 weeks even though
Australia Post website states they are supposed to be a 10-14 days
delivery time. One shipment to Italy was also sent at the higher-cost
Express International rate and still took 10-14 days instead of the quoted
3-5 days. My advice, save your money on the Express service. Also in
most cases the reason for slow delivery time is items sitting in Customs
in your country waiting processing. The actual transit time from Australia
to your country is pretty quick.
Germany, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina: Your postal services are
consistently losing my parcels and while I have in the past cheerfully sent
replacements at my expense, this will now stop. All shipments to these
countries will require additional $10 to pay for tracking service so you
can follow your shipment and if it gets lost, you need take it up locally
with the postal service in your country. I don't like to have to do this but
when items get lost it is not my fault, and it ruins my good reputation.
Each time I investigate lost parcels with Australia Post it is confirmed the
item was shipped promptly and received at the distribution centre in the
relevant country, after that I have no control.

Monday is Shipping Day: Starting from this year, I only ship out on
Mondays. You may think this is a sign that business is bad but it's
actually the opposite. Previously I have had to drive to the post office
four or five days a week, during my lunch hour to post things, which
cuts into my lunch time, and wastes petrol. It is unfortunate that TRS80s aren't my main income but has to fit in with my normal day-job.
Sending a bunch of parcels on one day instead of one or two a day over 5
days makes perfect sense.
Mappa-1: My first new product for 2016 is the Mappa-1 CP/M memory re
-mapper research tool for the Model I. I've written another article
elsewhere about it, but its in stock and ready to ship, and only costs
$USD109.99 ($A149.99). I have noticed one quirk that it does not boot
properly in a Model I modified with the FreHD Auto-Boot Eprom. The
best solution is to have a 2nd Model I 16K Level II keyboard unit (most
of us do anyway) and use that for your CP/M work.
Unpopulated PCBs: As usual I order too many of any given PCB in case
there is a high demand for it or to solve a particular problem. This was
the case when early in the Improved Grafyx M4 HRG boards I found
some software didn't quite work correctly: AnsiTerm, Slot4Mod4,
VidPokr4. The reason for this I suspected was due to the programs
checking for which type of PCB is installed (Radio Shack or Micro-Labs)
by counting memory and concluding that if it found 32K memory it was a
Radio Shack board. If it only counted 20K then it decided it was a MicroLabs board, so when it counted Improved Grafyx 32K memory and
thought it was an RS board it crashed. My solution was to make a small
number of 20K versions until the problem was solved. Now that the
problem was analysed and solved by GP2000, I can proceed to
manufacture the 32K Improved Grafyx boards and sell the spare 20K GX
4.2 and 5.1 PCBs for people who like to make their own hardware. Drop
me a line if you are after one.
Coming in April - Model III HRG: People have asked me for a Model
III version of the Improved Grafyx HRG with single-chip memory and I've
been working on it. It should be released by the time the next TRS8Bit
comes out.
The Right Stuff: One stop TRS-80 shop for restored systems, hardware
upgrades, spare parts, books, magazines, software, cables and advice.

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Introducing - The DraCo 64 from BetaGamma Computing
Foreword
I Have always been puzzled by the fact that the communities of the TRS80
Color Computer and the Dragon 32 have always remained fairly distant, in reality as
the Hardware is so similar both communities would benefit by joining together for
many projects both Software and Hardware.
Recently, a clever guy going by the name of Darren Atkinson developed the
CoCoSDC cartridge, a clever device that utilises SD card storage with a very good
Floppy Emulator implementation allowing Color Computer disc images to be
mounted and read or written too. It also includes on-board FlashROM with 6 free
available 16K slots from a total of 8.
From day 1 the Firmware supported the Dragon Floppy controller too with a DIP
switch enable option available, but until recently no DOS was implemented until
Pere Serrat implemented DOSPLUS 5 with both Drive wire and SDC support.
The CoCoSDC was now truly multi-platform, wouldn’t it be nice to have a multiplatform computer too.
Enter the DraCo 64
The Dragon 32 was manufactured in Wales during the early 80’s and was another
hopeful competitor in the UK’s then booming home computer market.
Based around the reference Motorola design for the MC6883 Synchronous Address Multiplexer (SAM) chip it therefore resembled the Tandy TRS 80 Color Computer to a very high degree as that was also based on the same reference design.
The Dragon’s firmware was also licensed from Microsoft, and although syntax wise
it resembled Extended Color Basic it had many changes such as the Tokens used
BASIC keywords, completely incompatible ROM Routines, and the keyboard was
mapped and therefore read differently…
So…no plugging CoCo Cartridges or loading CoCo Cassettes into a Dragon 32 or
vice versa.
Quality wise the Dragon 32 left a lot to be desired but had 3 BIG advantages over
the TRS 80 Color Computer, it sported a real full size keyboard, it had a Composite
Monitor output port and came with 32K RAM and Extended Color Basic as standard.
It was also a lot cheaper than the TRS 80.
Today Dragon 32’s are available in plentiful supplies in the UK and quite cheaply,
therefore the DraCo 64 prototype began by the acquisition of a suitable but poorly
Dragon 32.
The Main Goal of the DraCo 64 is to save desk space, have two systems in one and
use a Single CoCoSDC in Both Modes.

The complete upgrade process requires the following individual steps.
Upgrade RAM from 32K to 64K
This involves removing the on-board 16x 4116 DRAM chips and replacing them with
8x 4164 64Kx1 DRAMS.
The 4116 DRAMS use 3 supply rails, +5V, +12V and -5V, whereas the new DRAMS

are single supply +5V, so the board must be modified to reroute the power supplies,
remove redundant decoupling capacitors and wire up the A7 Address line of the
4164’s. It is important to use 128cycle refresh RAMS as that is the SAM’s limit.
There are various Dragon 32 PCB’s in existence, some easier to upgrade than others but schematics are available on line.
Finally, a modification must be made to the Address decoder to allow pure 64K
RAM mode for use by OS9 / NITROS9, in line with the Dragon 64 and CoCo 64K
models.
At this point we now have a Dragon 64 without the 48K BASIC option.
Upgrade the Firmware ROMS
Both the CoCo and Dragon 32 hold 2x 8K ROMs for their firmware, these need to
be replaced with 2x 16K ROMs that hold the firmware for both platforms, concatenated and programmed in a manner that A13 on both ROMs will be switched HI or
LO in parallel to select the correct firmware dependant on the mode the user wishes
to use.
As you will see later it makes sense to have the CoCo firmware active when A13 is
HI.
A minor tweak is needed to the Color Basic ROM to inform the SAM of the RAM layout, standard images are used for both Dragon ROMs and the Extended Color Basic ROM.
The Original ROMs are 2364 devices and these are replaced with 27128 devices,
apart from going from 24 pin to 28 pin there is also some minor rewiring required.
This problem can be solved by using purchased convertors, as used in the prototype, handy for finalising the ROMs, or by modifying the New ROMs once they have
been programmed and verified.
At this point we now have a dual Personality Dragon 32 that can boot as an Enhanced Dragon 32 or a 64 K TRS 80 Color Computer, however typing on the keyboard in CoCo mode will produce garbage on the screen due to the different mapping.
Install Automatic Keyboard Remapper
This is the fun bit.
A total of 6 lines between the keyboard and motherboard need to be rerouted for
correct keyboard operation, when developing the prototype, I used a small hard
wired PCB between the keyboard and motherboard, in practice though an automatic
switching solution triggered by the ROM mode selection would be the ultimate solution.
A small slim PCB was hand wired, containing 2x 3 channel multiplexors, all simultaneously switched to provide both mappings dependant on the enable lines state.
HI Enable selects CoCo keyboard mapping
LO Enable selects Dragon keyboard mapping.
As with the ROM Enable A13 lines, HI also equals CoCo ROM mode so the same
signal can be used to switch the Multiplexors.
Note. The Dragon 32 keyboard PIA circuit is slightly different to the CoCo in that 2
capacitors sit between PA0 and PA1 to Ground on the PIA side, on the CoCo these
capacitors are fitted after some inline inductors.
This difference means that these 2 capacitors must be removed from the PIA lines
for the keyboard to function correctly in CoCo mode, they do not affect operation in

Dragon mode and Joysticks work perfectly in both modes.
Professional double sided PCB’s have been manufactured for the remapper for use
in future systems.
At this Point we now have a DraCo 64.
Finally
I have included some photographs with description highlighting the modifications for
you to enjoy.
The eager ones amongst you will also notice a strange purple PCB in the photographs, this is an RGB Video Board being developed by Prime that maybe available
in the near future, it provides a perfect clear output never before seen on either
CoCo or Dragon.
If anyone is Interested in having a Dragon 32 converted or would like a complete
ready system, then please get in touch.

Credit and Thanks to Phill Harvey Smith (Prime), for the auto keyboard remapping.

Some photographs of the upgraded Dragon Main board, New ROMs and Mode
switch fitted on the Right hand side.

New ROMs with Convertors

New 4164 64Kx1 DRAMS, New ROMs and view of prototype auto keyboard remapper.

Some close-ups of the revised motherboard and prototype auto keyboard remapper.

Dragon 32 Mode

64K Color Computer Mode

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/
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In Mav's Workshop:

日本製TRS-80モデルI
(The Made in Japan TRS-80 Model I)
by
Ian Mavric
Unverifiable History1
1979 and 1980 were years of great growth for Radio Shack's little
computer for the masses, the Model I. As the computer gained
popularity, sales soared and as more software came available, more "end
users" bought the machine often to run a specific application, rather than
to learn to program.
It's no surprise that more Model Is were sold in 1978 than 1977, and
more again in 1979 than 1978. It was looking like more were going to
be sold in 1980 than 1979. To augment the TRS-80 line Radio Shack
designed and released the Model III in 1980, some people say as a
successor for the Model I but in fact the Model I was selling so well that
they planned to sell them alongside each other, and orient the sales of
each machine to more appropriate buyers.
Here is the first problem, Tandy only has one factory in Texas making
computers, called "TCA" and it was only geared toward making one
model of computer at a time.
TCA, I presume which stands for Tandy Computer Assembly, was the
factory where the Model Is were made, then the Model III, then the
Model 4, and finally the Model 4 gate-array version.
Those who worked there recall the place as being small, hot, and the
required assembly rate, quite demanding. In the lead-up to Model III
production starting, a solution needed to be sought to continue Model I
production.
As was the case with electronics at the time, outsourcing a successful
product to Asia was a popular way to bring costs down. I speculate that
sometime around mid 1979 Radio Shack made the decision to have
Model Is produced by Japanese manufacturer TEC.

TEC stands for Tokyo Electric Co. (Ltd.), and it's not related to the
Japanese electronics giant TEAC. (Some people get the companies mixed
up as Tandy Corp. purchased disk drives from TEAC which they used in
240V Model I disk drives, so it was possible in countries other than the
USA to end up with a TEC TRS-80 Model I, with TEAC disk drives, all
purchased from Tandy Electronics.) TEC ended up having a long history
with Tandy Corp., being the makers of the Coco 1 disk drive, as well as
the FD-501 and -502 Coco disk drives, and the FB-503 disk drives in the
TRS-80 Model 4D. They may have made items for Tandy that I have not
encountered yet. TEC would eventually market their own electronics and
microcomputer products under the name we know them as today,
Toshiba.
TEC took the basic design of the Model I and improved it, however it still
fit in the same TRS-80 keyboard enclosure. In fact the final product is
indistinguishable from the US Model I, unless you turn it upside down
and ready the information label, or open it up. I'll talk more about the
differences between the machines later, but from now I'll refer to the US
Model I as M1, the Made in Japan Model I as the J1, and the Japanese
domestic market Model I as the JDM1.
I would guess that by time the J1 was completed, tested and approved
for production by Tandy Corp., the M1 was starting to find itself in hot
water with the FCC. For those who are unfamiliar with the story, the FCC
has a meltdown when it found out that many early micros output broad
spectrum RF interference due to inadequate internal RF shielding. It
should be pointed out that the M1 was not the only computer affected,
but Radio Shack was given a stern warning, fix your computer by
December 1980 or stop selling it in January 1981. Some hard decisions
needed to be made and when it was clear that the Model III was a hit, it
was decided that change the idea that the M1 was to be sold alongside
the Model III, and to just quit making the M1 and they would naturally
sell out around the end of 1980. I speculate that around this time that
TEC didn't get the memo to not make the J1. The J1 still lacks the
required RF shielding and so was not going to be able to be sold in the
USA. It's not indicated anywhere how many J1s were made but I would
hesitate a guess that maybe an order for 25,000 was placed before
Tandy realised the mistake and issued the stop production notice.
What do you do if you have a large number of computers which can't be
sold in the US market? It helps that they are a popular computer, selling
well in other parts of the world. Around this time I noticed Tandy
Electronics in Australia phased out the original M1 configuration
(Keyboard+CPU/monitor/tape deck) and released a new product into the
TRS-80 line, the J1 system came with power supply, TV modulator, and a
cassette cable and carried the catalog number 269-9006.

The J1 unit itself carries the catalog number 26-1006A. it sold well and
appeared in the 1981 and 1982 Tandy Electronics catalogs.
Correspondence with other TRS-80 enthusiasts confirmed the J1 was
exported to most western countries including the UK, continental Europe,
New Zealand. This is also confirmed by watching and examining eBay
listings for Model Is in Australia, UK and Europe, the J1 shows up from
time to time in these countries, but never in the United States. At the
sales rates the M1 in the USA was achieving in 1980 I guess it would take
a 18 months to two years to sell out the J1s.

A Closer Look At The J1
The upper and lower case "clamshells" and the keyboard bezel are the
same as the M1. The keyboard is the highly regarded ALPS sculptured
type as used in the 2nd generation of M1s. The cover for the J1
expansion bus has a sticker over it, which is black with silver writing
"REFER TO THE USER'S MANUAL FOR WARRANTIES AND LIMIT OF RADIO
SHACK LIABILITIES" this is in contrast to the dark burgundy sticker the
M1. Underneath the computer the black label with silver writing
continues, stating the unit has been Made in Japan.

Pictures: label differences on the J1

Inside the J1
The first thing you notice when you lift the top off is that TEC made the
keyboard, not ALPS. Close examination of the key-switches you can see
they are still ALPS key switches, soldered to a TEC base, carrying the
part number HEIIE011610 and its connected to the motherboard via a
removable cable! Hallelujah! That permanently soldered cable on the
M1 is a thing of the past, making working on the motherboard easy when
you don't have to worry about straining the interconnect cable.

Picture: J1 keyboard by TEC
Turn the J1 over and examine the motherboard and you see a few
changes. The motherboard part code has changed from 1700069x to
TEC HEIIE011550 and the Z80 has moved about 3cm south-west from
where it was in the M1.
The power supply regulation remains the same, as do the two ROM
sockets roughly in the middle of the motherboard. ROM version 1.3, aka.
MEM SIZE?, is installed in these two sockets.
The motherboard has roughly the same number of chips, but the layout
looks cleaner and easier to work on.

Picture: J1 motherboard by TEC (shows RAM sockets, installed by
previous owner - standard J1 has soldered in RAM chips)

The Good News - The Improvements in the J1
over the M1
There is some good things to be found inside the J1; in many ways it's
the best version of the TRS-80 Model I, and those who own them also
speak very highly of the J1 as their preferred machine. Lets look at
these improvements:
Lowercase: the J1 comes from the factory with the Motorola MCM6673
lowercase character generator installed. Like the M1 you need a driver
program to enable it, but no modification is needed. Tandy Electronics
didn't point out in their advertising that the computer came with
lowercase, which seemed a bit strange to me. Any popular DOS like
LDOS or Newdos/80 which supported lowercase displayed it right out of
the box.
Video Ram: the J1s biggest reduction in chip count comes from replacing
the 6 (or 7 in a lowercase M1) 2102 SRAM chips with a pair of 2114
chips.
Video Sync: ever noticed how the picture on the M1 has a slight wiggle or
shimmer? It varies from computer to computer, but it's always present
on M1s. In the J1 the picture is rock solid, like that of a Model III. This
could be related to using higher-spec components in the video sync
circuit, or better quality parts in the power supply, but the difference is
profound. This improvement is noticeable even when connected to the
crap-tastic RCA M1 monitor.

Cassette relay: the J1 has a much larger and higher rated cassette relay
than on the M1. Type CLOAD on the M1 and you can hardly hear the
sound of it's relay engaging. On the J1 the click is very pronounced, like
that of a Model III. It can take a lot more abuse before it fails.
Cassette A-to-D converter: is a much improved design in the J1, and a
lot less sensitive than the M1s, the result being that even problem tapes
load easily into the J1. It's most likely based on that of the Model III
which can also easily load problem 500 baud tapes.
Most if not all chips: are sourced from quality manufacturers in Japan.
This probably helps to explain the extreme reliability of the J1. Nearly all
the chips are either NEC, Mitsubishi, Hitachi, or TI. Even the CPU is an
NEC D780C which is a locally made Z80 compatible known for its
ruggedness in extreme environments (kind of the opposite to the Mostek
Z80 used in most M1s).
Voltage Test points: convenient test points for Gnd, +5VDC, -5VDC, and
12VDC. A nice touch.
Keyboard cable: it unplugs, as mentioned above.

Picture: J1 keyboard - it disconnects

And the Bad News - minor criticisms of the J1
over the M1:
RAM sockets: are missing. TEC decided to just solder the eight 4116
DRAM chips to the motherboard. No 4K J1 was ever offered so they
saved a few cents on the RAM sockets. Not normally a problem because
they did use very reliable NEC RAM chips, but if you wanted to upgrade
the system memory inside the J1 you needed to unsolder the 4116s and
solder in 8 sockets before proceeding.
CPU socket moved: it's been moved about 3cm south-west of it's original
position, making some aftermarket upgrades which fit into the Z80
socket (like Omikron's Mapper 1 and Anitek's 256/512K SuperMem) hard
or impossible to fit.

Picture: CPU position has changed. Notice all chips are either NEC,
Mitsubishi, or TI. Quality.
PCB layout: the new layout means that most modifications listed in
80micro magazine, Custom TRS-80 Book, and other sources of hardware
mods need drastic revision if they are to be made to work.
TEC could have taken the opportunity to gold-plate the bus expansion
connector thus helping to eliminate one of the biggest problem causing
oversights of the M1, that being the solder coated bus connector. So,
like the M1, you still need to periodically clean the edge connector to
ensure reliable operation over long periods.

Technical / Service manual: being a new system the old easily obtainable
26-2103 Technical Reference Manual was mostly obsolete and technically
minded people needed to buy a different Service Manual from Tandy
Electronics that was always hard to find. In fact it was unofficially "lost"
in the TRS-80 community until Brett Paulin of Spockietech brought to my
attention that he had a beaten-up copy that he bought back in the early
80s. Some work was needed to clean it up for scanning but it was made
available to the public thanks to Brett in 2013.

Photo: J1 Service Manual (photo courtesy of B. Paulin)

Market Segment
The J1 appeared in the 1982 Tandy Electronics Catalogue (available from
September 1981) as mentioned before under catalog number 269-9006
and a price tag of $749. So where did this fit into the market segment
Tandy was aiming for? The Color Computer 1 with 4K and Color Basic
was $599 and the 16K Extended Basic Coco was $849. The 4K Level I
Model III was also a contender in the sub $1K bracket at $999. Lets
compare the offerings:
Coco comparison: Both the J1 and the Cocos could be connected to a TV
set. With the J1 you got a much nicer keyboard than the Cocos chicklet
keyboard, you could also fit more text on the screen (64x16 vs. 32x16)
and had proper lowercase characters (Coco has no l/c but awkward
reverse video representation of lowercase).
The Coco of course had colour and sound, and the J1 was monochrome
and made no sound (though most people added a small audio amplifier
for sound) if you went to the trouble of buying a $230 monitor you had
much sharper display than the Coco could ever hope to achieve. The M1/
J1 Level II Basic is much more sophisticated than Color Basic, however it
could be argued that Extended Color Basic is as sophisticated as Level II
Basic and also opens easy programming ability to the Cocos hi-res
graphics.
Speaking of graphics, the J1 is clearly behind the Coco in the graphics
department however it should be noted that most buyers of the J1 and
indeed the Model III were not buying them for their graphical ability. As
for CPUs, while the 6809 is technically superior to the Z80, the Z80 in the
J1 runs at almost double the speed of the 6809 in the Coco, and it could
be argued that the slower speed negates the sophistication of the CPU.
Good results can be achieved on either system by talented programmers.
Model III comparison: With the 4K Level I Model III you got a built-in
monitor and little else worth mentioning as the memory and Basic were
both inferior to the J1.
A fully expanded Model III 32K business system (26-1066) came in at
$3299 and a fully expanded J1 system (with monitor, 16K EI and dual
disk drives) come in at $2896, a reasonable saving over the Model III for
what was essentially the same performance level, but the screen was
green and anti-glare.

Old advertisement from Tandy Electronics 1982 Catalog (released
September 1981)

What about the JDM1?
TEC took the opportunity to sell a localised version of the J1 which had a
different keyboard layout and character generation ROM installed.
The JDM1 has both English and Kana characters on the keys, as well as
an additional key to switch between English and Kana character set, and
a different dual-colour power led which illuminated red in English mode
and green in Kana mode.
To accommodate the extra key the Enter key on the main keyboard was
made smaller.
These JDM1's carried the catalog number 26-7016A and fellow TRS-80
collector John Benson from Lismore sent me pictures of his unit which
was personally imported from Japan in 2012. It's one of less than ten
JDM1s known to still exist.

Picture: information label from under a JDM1 (photo courtesy of J.
Benson) .

Picture: JDM1 in English mode (photo courtesy of J. Benson) .

Picture: JDM1 in Kana mode (photo courtesy of J. Benson) .

Picture: JDM1 showing it's Kana character set (photo courtesy of J.
Benson) .

Picture: JDM1 full keyboard with both English and Kana symbols (photo
courtesy of J. Benson) .

Picture: JDM1 version of the infamous Warranty Void sticker over one of
the case screws (photo courtesy of J. Benson) .
A JDM1 in its home country would be a bit difficult to use with the
standard English language Level II Basic Reference manual, so that was
translated into Japanese and included with each JDM1:

Picture: Level II Basic Reference Manual Japanese version in Hard Cover.

Picture: from inside the JDM1 Level II Basic Reference Manual.

Concluding
These days the J1 is hard to find. Back when I started peddling TRS-80
Model Is in the late 80s and early 90s and only sourcing computers within
Australia, perhaps one in three that I acquired was a J1, the rest being
regular M1s. These days with the booming international trade of vintage
computers between collectors and ease of shipping, M1s have flooded the
market all over the world. People regularly ask me if I have J1s for sale
but unfortunately I had not seen one for at least 10 years, before one
arrived last week. This is given me the impetus to put together this
rather long and expansive overview of the J1. Thanks go to John Benson
and Brett Paulin for keeping the J1/JDM1 alive in the TRS-80 collector's
consciousness.
ianm@trs-80.com
1. Unverifiable history is exactly that. Conclusive information from Tandy, Radio Shack,
and other sources about the J1 has been very thin on the ground. My timeline and
conclusions listed in the first section of this article are made by gathering what scant
information I had and making logical leaps between them. Some facts and timeframes
are bound to be wrong, and if people in-the-know notice any blaring omissions or errors
please contact me so I can put these right in a future article. I know, for example, that
at least one person in the USA bought a J1 26-1003A at a Radio Shack Computer
Centre. It's therefore possible that a handful of J1s did make it to the USA though
officially Radio Shack would have had to deny their existence after December 31, 1980
in order to placate the FCC.
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and collects
TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife and kids in
Melbourne, Australia.

OCR Methods
Larry Kraemer
Try as I might, I can't take a PDF of an old manual and get as good
results OCRing it as I can by printing it first.
My first method:
Print all the PDF pages you wish to scan as HIGH QUALITY. Scan all these
pages at 600 DPI,
and as a color document, then save as a .tiff file. This creates a file that
is
5048 x 7019 pixels, 24 Bit (BPP), 600 DPI.
Open each .TIFF document in rastervect (www.rastervect.com) and do
the 1BPP conversion at -30 correction.
The file is now 5048 x 7019 pixels, 1 Bit, 600 DPI.
Save the document as a .TIF, repeat for all other .TIFF files.
Open each TIF in TextBridge Classic 2.0 and OCR the complete Document
as a Newspaper article type, save the .txt files. The following PNG's
show the TextBridge selections:

Then save the file as 14a.txt.
It should scan at 95+% accuracy. Correct any errors, then reformat as
needed.
System Clock
The waveform at pin S of 742 will resemble a
sine wave at 10.6445 MHz. The oscillator should
not be measured at this point, however, due to
the loading effects test equipment would have at
this node. 742. pin 6! is the output of the oscillator buffer. Clock measurements may be made
at this point, The output of the buffer is applied
to three main sections: the CPU timing circuit.
the video divider chain, and the video processing
circuit,

To attach all the *.txt files into one document do:
cat {14..50}a.txt > Techref1978.txt
The problem with using a PDF is that most PDF's are something less than
300 DPI. But, for Tesseract
and Textbridge Classic 2.0, you need at least 300 DPI, or 600 DPI to get
a good conversion.
Convert (an ImageMagick program) will create a 300 DPI TIF file from a
lower DPI PDF file that
Tesseract and TextBridge Classic 2.0 can handle.
The command line code is:
convert -density 300 -monochrome 14.pdf 14y.tif
tesseract 14y.tif 14y
But, as you can see it's accuracy isn't as correct as it should be:
9%
System Clock
The System Clock is shown on Sheet 2 of the
foid-out Schematics at the hack of this book.
YT is a “23.6445 iVin. fundamentaicut crystai.
it is in a series resonant circuit consisting of two
inverters. 242. pins 3 and 2, and 3 and 4. form
two inverting amplifiers. Feedback between the
inverters is suppiied by C43. 3 47 pF capacitor.
R45 and R52 force the inverters used in the
osciilator to operate in their linear region.
The waveform at pin 5 of 242 wiil resemble a
Sine wave at 19.6445 MHZ. The osciilator shouid
not be measured at this pornt. however. due to
the ioading effects test equipment wouid have at
this node. Z42, pin 6, is the output of the oscillato:r buffer. Clock measurements may be made
at this pornt. The output of the buffer is applied
to three main sections: the CPU timing circuit,
the video divider chain. and the video processmg
circuit.

My first method did a better job using TextBridge Classic 2.0.
Irfanview can also be used with the CAD Plugin (OCR_KADMOS) to also
make a good OCR'd text document.
For anyone interested in this method of creating a .DOC from a multipage
PDF using Irfanview with
OCR_KADMOS.....:
1. Save the multipage PDF to a subdirectory, then burst the PDF into
single pages with the following commands:
cd /path/to/subdir
pdftk m1ps.pdf burst
2. Convert the PDF pages to .tif format using the Imagemagick convert
program:
convert -density 300 pg_0001.pdf pg_0001.tif
convert -density 300 pg_0002.pdf pg_0002.tif
3. Execute Irfanview (with the CAD plugin installed - OCR_KADMOS) and
open the .tif:
Draw box around both sections of text on the page to be OCR'd,
extending the bottom of the box about two lines further down.
4. Start the OCR module:
Draw a box around the left half of text to be OCR'd, then save the .txt
file, and then repeat for right half, exit OCR Plugin.
5. Combine the two .txt files and clean them up:
The OCR_KADMOS plugin module does about 93% accurate conversion
as shown here:
System Clock
The Svstem Clock is shown on Sheet 2 of the
fold-out Schematlcs at the back of this book.
Yl is a 10.6445 MHz. fundamental-cut crvstal.
It is in a series resonant circuit consisting of two
inverters. Z42. pins 1 and 2. and 3 and 4. form
tvvo jnverting amplifiers. Feedback between the
inverters is supplied by C43, a 47 pF capacitor.
R46 and R52 force the inverters used in the
oscillator to operate tn their Iinear region.

The Wave~Orm at pin 5 of Z42 will resemble a
sine wave at 10.6445 MHz. The oscillator should
not be measured at this point. however. due to
the Ioading effects test equipment would have at
this node. Z42, p~n 6. is the output of the oscilIator buffer. Clock measurements may be made
at this po~nt. The output of the birffer is applied
to three main sections: the CPU timing cjrcu~t,
the video divider chain„ and the video processlng
circuit~

Larry Kraemer is an ex-Military USAF Officer,
and a retired Electronics & Instrumentation
Technician, that has a hobby of Amateur Radio
(Advanced Class), and Computers, with Computer
Repair experience.

Mav’s Quarterly
- Updates on the state of the Biz, in no particular order -

by Ian Mavric
Undelivered packages: Yes, it happens occasionally and while I do my
best to send things in a timely manner (usually 2-5 days after receiving
payment - if it's much longer then I will email to advise you), on the average I get one Return-To-Sender and one Lost In The Mail every six
months. Without pointing a finger at any individuals in particular, an
alarming trend in post offices not even bothering to try to deliver parcels
(not just mine, but any parcels) results in them sitting at the local post
office, the post office not telling the receiver the item is waiting for them,
then sending it back to me after 10-14 days. PEOPLE, if you know in
your locale that the post office won't even attempt to deliver to you, then
you MUST pay the extra for a tracking number service in addition to
postage. I then send you the tracking number and you can follow it up
with your post office, DAILY if need be, to get your item. I can't be held
responsible for YOUR post office not alerting you that something has arrived and sending it back to me.
Untracked packages: I remember a time, not too long ago, when I
could pack and send anything, anywhere in the world, with the plain Air
Mail service out of Australia, very confident that the item would be delivered in a timely manner. Admittedly this was during the pre-internet pre
-online shopping era, but no one needed a tracking number and unless I
got an address wrong, everything would arrive. This is still the case to
many places and I confidently send things without tracking numbers to
the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand. I used to also include the UK
and France until some untracked packages started to come back (see Undelivered Packages, above). The choice is yours as to whether you know
you live in a safe enough area with reliable enough postal service or not,
and choose appropriate shipping with or without tracking.
Australia Post rates hike: Prices have gone up again, so now a 500g
parcel to the USA or Canada costs $15.85 (up from $14.10) and to
Europe costs $21.50 (up from $18.90). 501g-1kg package to the USA
and Canada costs $33.40 (up from $28.90) and to Europe costs $36.95
(up from $33.10). Similar prices increases to everywhere else in the
world have been implemented, so if you are buying the same thing from
me this year as last year, that's why the shipping cost that I need to pass
on to you use risen. As always, I don't profit on the shipping cost of my
items.. what it costs me to ship is how much I charge you.

My Web Site: Some have asked me how often I update it? The answer
is, whenever I feel like it :-) In a perfect world I'd update it weekly or
whenever I have something new that is ready to sell, however like most
of us I am unfortunately time-poor. Just keeping up with orders, repairs,
system restorations, writing these articles and now the Trash Talk podcasts, I'm very busy. Not that I don't like it this way, but something has
to give and that means my web site gets an update approximately every
3-4 months, or whenever I have a new product to bring to the marketplace, whichever is first.
Rare parts not on my web site: If you are looking for something that
is not on my web site, then ask. I can't put everything I have on hand
on the web site, and I might have just the part you need to complete
that restoration or upgrade you have been putting off.
Clearly Superior FreHD: In the last few months I've sneaked the FreHD
Clearly Superior series onto the marketplace for people who want a complete product ready to plug in and use the moment it arrives. These
come mounted in a small neat enclosure (which I affectionately call
BoHx) with rubber feed, and all the required cables and power adapter or
internal connection power cables. No messing around with self supplied
5VDC sources, and bare exposed circuit boards on your desk. Auto-boot
Eproms are also supplied for those who wish to open their computer to
install one, or for those who don't, I include the traditional hard disk boot
floppy. The Clearly Superior FreHD covers the widest range of system
configurations, and now can even be enjoyed by the least technical individual. Of course FreHD is still available in its previous "Kit C" form, as
well as the ever popular "Kit B" major components starter kit, and the
"CKD" kit for those who like all the parts to arrive ready to solder together.
Coming in April(?) - Model III HRG: Ok so not all things go to plan
and sticking with the time-poor excuse, above, this one is taking a little
longer to get to market. Hopefully it will be here by September.
The Right Stuff: One stop TRS-80 shop for restored systems, hardware
upgrades, spare parts, books, magazines, software, cables and advice.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

Time to teach an old dog some new tricks
John Mineur
If you are a fan of TRS-80 machines like myself, you have probably
started thinking about moving away from traditional floppy storage due
to spiralling costs and ever increasing reliability issues.
One possible solution to this problem is to use the much written about
FreHD unit designed by Frederic Vencoven. That being said, the FreHD
although perfect in functionality, definitely lacks a certain desktop charm
to many enthusiasts like myself.
My challenge was simple then, to house the FreHD unit in an appropriate
container but where to start? Having looked through my collection for
inspiration I finally decided to repurpose my old TRS-80 Voice
Synthesizer, which in my opinion ticked all the boxes.
Furthermore, I would be able to add a small amplifier module and utilise
the speaker mounted within the enclosure for the all-important
recreational software applications (aka games).
Most of the components were purchased straight from eBay:
Nylon pillar mounts
PVC foam board (3mm)
10w mono amplifier module
12v to 5v regulator module
SD extension socket
Potentiometer extension bar (6mm)
12v (1.5a) power supply
Plugs, sockets and cable
5v LED
Aluminium potentiometer knob (6mm)
Power strip
When it came to the FreHD unit I had to go to my old friend Bas
Gialopsos who also threw in a 50-way cable for a very reasonable price
and countless free cups of coffee.
PVC foam board was used to mount the components due to its lightness
and the ability to be cut with a craft knife.
An hour or so later the transformation had taken place and I was now the
new owner of a genuine TRS-80 Audio & Data Centre. Looking at the final
product I know that it won’t be everybody’s cup of tea but it certainly
brings a big smile to my face.

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

The Ultimate Copying Machine
Hans Rietveld
Always Having trouble with copying disks I built an ultimate copy
machine.
It consists of an old MSDOS computer with an opti green motherboard
with an ISA bus and award bios, a 486-DX2-66 processor and a 720 and
a 1.44 floppy drive.
It is very important to use the Adaptec 1542CP controller to connect the
floppies.
It is the only controller which can handle single and double density data.
It is not possible to connect a SCSI hard disk to the Adaptec as the
award bios doesn't scan the memory blocs in the right way.
Any trick to solve this problem didn't help.
The only way is to use a multi I/O adapter to connect an IDE hard disk. I
installed MSDOS 6.22 and later Windows 98SE too, to support some
extra tools.
The Adaptec controller is connected with a flat cable to the option board
and passes trough the board to both of the floppy disks.
I brought this cable outside the computer and split the cable in two parts
with a 34 pin male and female connector.
In the BIOS I can swap the A: and B: drive in case of a
floppy boot with different type of floppy.
If I connect the two parts together I can use both floppys.
If I open the connectors I can connect to one part of the cable to one or
two 5.25 drives or my new FDADAP adapter.
(This is really a great tool to painlessly support, 8" drives. It is a really
must have device for Model II users)
With this machine I can Read, Write and Edit all Tandy 720, 1.44, 5.25
and 8" SS and DS disks in Single and Double density.
I can backup all my disks to my hard drive now and rebuild them in a
moment.
The software I use is COPYIIPC, TELEDISK, IMD (Image) and many other
tools.
It is a lot of work to build this machine but it is worth the costs and the
time a spent for it.

Surfing the Internet… from my TRS-80
Model 100
Stepping into the 21st century with the mother of all laptops
by Sean Gallagher
This article first appeared at
http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2015/08/surfing-the-internet-from-my-trs-80model-100/

Mobility redefined: TRS-80 Model 100, Raspberry Pi B, a serial cable, a USB-to-serial converter, and a swag backup battery to power the Pi. Onscreen, I'm on Google's home page
with Lynx.
Sean Gallagher

The true test of a man's patience is crimping pins onto the end of a cable that leads to building a custom serial cable—especially if it's the first time you've even handled a serial cable
in a decade. So as I searched under my desk, using my phone for a flashlight, I wondered
whether I had finally found the IT project that would send me over the edge. On a recent day, I set out to turn my recently acquired vintage Radio Shack TRS-80 Model
100 computer into a working Internet terminal. And at this moment, I crawled on the floor
looking for a DB-25 connector's little gold pin that I had dropped for the sixth—or maybe
sixteenth—time.

Thankfully, I underestimated my patience/techno-masochism/insanity. Only a week later, I
successfully logged in to Ars' editorial IRC channel from the Model 100. And seeing as this
machine first saw the market in 1983, it took a substantial amount of help: a Raspberry Pi, a
little bit of BASIC code, and a hidden file from the website of a certain Eric S. Raymond.

Meet the machine
In case you're not familiar with it or perhaps have confused it in some way with the slightly
more famous TRS-80 desktop, the TRS-80 Model 100 (affectionately known among retrocomputing buffs as the "T100") is the Radio Shack-branded version of an early "laptop"
computer developed by Kyocera and Microsoft. It was the last system for which Bill Gates
wrote a significant amount of code. As we reported in our initial hands-on tour of the Model
100, he considered it his favorite machine ever. (Sadly, Gates was unavailable to take this
trip with us down memory lane.)
The machine has some nostalgic significance to me as well—I filed one of my first assignments as a technology journalist with a Model 100, connecting to MCI Mail over dial-up in a
phone booth using acoustic couplers. At the time, the machine was a reporter's dream: 20
hours or more of life on four AA batteries plus built-in text editing, address book, calendar,
and communications applications burned into an onboard ROM chip. It was easy to overlook
the fact that even the top-end Model 100 only had 24 kilobytes of RAM. Literally any modern device surpasses that figure.
My current Model 100 came with a bit of a handicap; it didn't include the AC power supply,
the original cables, or the cassette drive used to store and retrieve programs. The documentation was a photocopied, ring-bound duplicate for NEC's version of the same system, so there
were a few minor but significant differences. And while many current Model 100 enthusiasts
have upgraded the ROM of their systems to extend their capabilities, this one came with the
stock ROM from 1984.
To date, I have a well-documented history of trying to drag 1980s technology into the 21st
Century. I wasn't going to let a little thing like "no possible way of loading a TCP/IP stack"
get in my way.

Step 1: Learning to communicate
The Model 100's built-in serial port is shared by a 25-pin DB-25 RS-232 jack and an internal
modem. While the modem was tempting (a return to dial-up!), it can manage only 300 bits
per second. The RS-232 connection can do up to 19,200 bits per second—a much more
Internet-friendly speed, if the buffer and data bus on the Model 100 could keep up. All I
needed was a null modem cable and a USB-to-Serial converter, then I could turn it into a

serial terminal and run an Internet-connected shell session.
Based on the research I had done, it seemed like I would need to make my own null modem
cable. While there are some pretty elaborate serial cables used to connect the Model 100 to
PCs for file transfers using souped up ROMs and PC software, it looked like my best option
(given my current lack of a soldering iron) was a three-wire connection that mirrored the one
used for direct serial connections to the Raspberry Pi's pins.
So I ventured to the local electronics store to get a length of cable, male DB-25 and female
DB-9 plugs, and the assorted odds and ends required to crimp the pins I needed. The cable
worked in a serial test with an old PC laptop, so I went and put covers on the ends to make
them look pretty. As it turned out, that wasn't a great idea. The DB-25 plug, covered, didn't
fit into the narrow recess where the Model 100's serial output is concealed. I took the housing off the end and went back to the slapdash look.
Any day you have to go to the electronics supply store for work is a good day.

Meanwhile, I found a source for a USB-to-serial adapter—Retrofloppy—while looking into
how to get another venerable computer up and running again. Lo and behold, they had a null
modem cable as well, intended for the Apple II Super Serial card. A few days later I had
both in hand and successfully performed a serial communications test with my MacBook
Air, using GoSerial from FurrySoft. This gave me a basic file transfer capability, but I
wanted more.
This initial success with the MBA made me a bit foolhardy. I thought I could turn the Model
100 into a serial console for Mac OS X Yosemite. After all, it's Unix, right? Well, apparently
not as much as it used to be—the configuration files for serial consoles in Yosemite appear
to be mostly vestigial, and though there were some resources online that suggested I could
pull it off, they were all several years old.
For sanity's sake, I set aside the MBA effort and returned to my original goal: the Raspberry
Pi and Raspbian (the Debian Linux distribution built for the ARM-based system-on-card). I
have a couple of the older Raspberry Pi Model systems, now made obsolete by the new Pi 2
Model B, so I decided that one of them would make a good companion to the even-moreobsolete Model 100.
FURTHER READING

HOW TWO VOLUNTEERS BUILT THE RASPBERRY PI’S OPERATING SYSTEM
Raspbian makes the Pi go faster—and supplanted Fedora as the #1 OS.
Raspbian is, because of the nature of the Pi, set up by default to handle serial console sessions—but through the pins on its bus rather than through one of its two precious USB ports.
It also is configured to connect serially, by default, at 115,200 bits per second. And there's
another small (literally) problem: the screen of the Model 100 is only 40 columns wide and 8
lines high, and one of those lines is consumed by menu choices for its TELCOM terminal
program.
These issues are, mercifully, resolved with a few configuration changes to Raspbian's startup
and terminal definition files. First, I needed a definition for the terminal configuration for the
Model 100. Once upon a time, there was in fact a terminal configuration for the Model 100
in Linux's terminfo, but it was cast off into a "UFO" file around 1995. Guess what? Eric S.
Raymond has a copy of that UFO file in a gzipped archive hidden in the recesses of his website, which I discovered by URL-hacking my way from a link to his old site from Brian

"Danger" Hicks' page, "The Model 100 Serial Terminal Project." Here's the relevant bit:

I put that into a text file on the Raspberry Pi called model100 and then used it to recompile
Raspbian's terminal information library:

Bam! I had a terminal config called "trs100" to reference.
On the Model 100's side, I needed to configure the TELCOM application to communicate
with that serial console session. TELCOM uses a set-up command, "Stat," to configure the
speed and communications settings for a terminal session. Stat configures the connection
based on a five-character string that uses single characters to define:
The baud rate (1 = 75, 2 = 110, 3 = 300, 4 = 600, 5 = 1200, 6 = 2400, 7 = 4800, 8 = 9600, 9
= 19200);
The size of the bit words of data sent over the connection (7 or 8 bit);
The parity bit used for error checking (E for even, O for odd, N for none, I for ignore);
The number of stop bits (1 or 2);
And whether XON/XOFF is enabled (E) or disabled (D).
So, for example, to configure TELCOM on the Model 100 for my goal speed of 19,200

baud, using 8 bit words, no parity, 1 stop bit, and disabled XON/XOFF, the setup string
would be:

Next, I needed to configure Raspbian to open up a serial console connection to the USB-toserial adapter at startup. Console sessions are configured in the /etc/inittab file in Raspbian,
like most Linux distributions, which launches processes during startup. The part of inittab I
was interested in looks like this:

I wanted to add an instance of getty, the program in most *nixes that runs terminal console
sessions, that connected to the USB serial adapter with a speed and definition that the Model
100 could handle. The device ID for the serial-to-USB adapter was USB0, and I was going
for 19,200 for my connection, so I added:

Then I saved and restarted. At first blush, it seemed to be working flawlessly.

Step 2: Going online!
After some appropriate celebratory whooping, I set to getting my newly connected conjoined
computers configured for doing actual things on the Internet from the command line so I
could actually do work with them. The natural first choice was Internet Relay Chat, since we
at Ars essentially use IRC like other people use shouting down the hall or over the tops of
cubicles. I did a quick apt-get install of Irssi, a command-line IRC client. Within a few minutes, I was announcing my success on Ars' editorial IRC channel.
From my end, though, it was not very pretty. In part, that was because Irssi is not exactly
suited to being squished into 40 columns and 7 lines. But 19,200 baud was apparently more
than the Model 100 could handle—there were a lot of truncated lines, dropped characters,
and occasional gibberish.
The same was true for browsing the Web. Lynx, the text-based Web browser, overcame the

Model 100's data bus, and it resulted in a stream of gibberish only occasionally interrupted
by bits of text that were recognizable as content.
So, optimism crushed, I reset the baud rate at what the Model 100's internal modem is rated
for: 300 baud. Suddenly, things got a lot clearer (and slower). I pushed the speed up to 1200,
and it seemed to stay stable while not being so slow I had to shave between commands.
However, most websites (including Ars) are not built for Lynx. Lynx is also written for

taller, wider screens. The same is true of Irssi, which now returned full lines of chat but
wrapped around in ways that left artifacts of text hanging on the screen. Still, I was able to
run a Google search and have conversations with other Arsians well enough to consider IRC
and Web connectivity to be acceptable within the limits of the challenge. There's a possibility that there's a better way to access Web content from the Model 100, but I think it might
require custom coding.

Achievement unlocked! We have a login prompt.

Step 3: fun with command-line Internetting
Next came Twitter. There's an excellent command-line client for Twitter written in perl
called ttytter. It offers a number of ways to do batch processing of tweets via chron, so direct
messages and other tweets can get dumped to a log file. And you can send status updates
through the command line or from ttytter's own runtime prompt.
The final piece I wanted for initial operating capability was e-mail. I didn't want a full-blown
mail server and Unix mail capability bogging down the Pi, but there are some simple command-line tools that allow sending and retrieval of e-mail.
For the sending half, I installed SSMTP, mailutils, and mpack on the Pi. (There's a good tutorial on setting up SSMTP and mailutils here and more on mpack here.) In theory, with
these installed, as long as I can remember someone's e-mail address (or have it on a business
card they've handed me), I can fire off an e-mail to them from the Model 100 or even send
them (or myself) longer documents I've created on the machine.
Here's how mailutils sends an e-mail from the command line:

See that pipe (|) in there? Guess what else the Model 100 doesn't have on its keyboard—
"|" (the "pipe" symbol used to chain commands). However, the Model 100 does have a
"Graph" button for summoning additional ASCII characters from its reduced key set, so I
had to do some digging to find exactly which key combination produced one. (For the re-

cord, it's "Graph _".)
To send e-mails with attachments, I needed to use mpack. The mpack command is a bit more
keyboard-friendly for the Model 100:

To retrieve messages from my mailbox, I installed fetchmail. There's a good tutorial on configuring fetchmail for Gmail and writing retrieved e-mails into a file by Cristian Pascottini; I
haven't fully debugged my configuration yet, in part because I've got very little interest in
trying to actually read my endless e-mail stream on the Model 100. For now, sending is
enough. But I may want to use fetchmail to push new files to the Model 100 in the future
using its serial file transfer capabilities.
For now I've got command-line tools on the Pi to send and read Twitter posts and to send email. To create attachments for e-mail, I can either write them in the nano editor in a terminal session (which is ugly) or write them in the Model 100's built-in text editor (TEXT)
(which is much less ugly) and transfer them to the Pi when I want to send them. For example, I can write blog posts offline and then e-mail them to a WordPress site's account for auto
-posting. Using the cat command allows me to do an ASCII file transfer from the Model 100
using the TELCOM program's built-in file upload function.
At command line, type cat > uploadfile.txt (where uploadfile.txt is the name of the destination file).
Hit F3 on the Model 100 for "Up," and then enter the name of the file to be transferred.
After it streams up, hit Ctrl-D.
You're done. You can mpack the file off to another computer via e-mail now.

Step 4: Writing Internet apps for the Model 100
Some of you (this means you, Nate Cardozo) are probably saying, "Well, Sean, that's all...
interesting, but you're not actually doing anything with the Model 100 on the Internet. You're
just using it as a dumb terminal." Well, it's time to fix that.
The Model 100 has two very interesting features. First, it has Bill Gates' built-in BASIC interpreter. And second, in a very Unix-y/POSIX-y kind of way, it treats its serial device like a
file that can be written to and read from. As long as the serial connection is open, a simple
BASIC program can act as a front-end to a remote command-line. For example, I wrote this
program, TWEET.BA, to script interaction with the ttytter Twitter client:

All I have to do is connect to the Pi, log in, and then exit the TELCOM program to execute
TWEET.BA from the Model 100's main menu. In this case, I'm using ttytter's interactive
mode; if I wanted to (and I probably will), I could write a menu-driven interface for this program and add the ability to retrieve tweets from others, retrieve direct messages, and respond
to messages all from the Model 100's native BASIC interface. The same is true for anything
else that can be done from a Linux command line on the Pi; I'm working on a BASIC e-mail
client next and then perhaps a few more interesting applications—like automating Wi-Fi
setup for the Pi.
Going on the road with the Model 100/Pi combo requires some interesting config contortions. While there's a graphical tool to find and connect to Wi-Fi networks in Raspbian's
GUI, changing the Wi-Fi network from a serial console session requires editing /etc/
wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf to change the SSID, security type and password, and
then rebooting the Pi. Instead of interactively editing the config file in nano on the Model
100's screen, a BASIC program could just ask for the setup info and overwrite the old config
with the catcommand. When I get WIFI.BA debugged, I'll post it here.
There are other interesting things to do from the command line. For example, there's tshark,
the command-line version of the Wireshark network monitoring tool, and other network
monitoring, security auditing, and penetration testing tools. It's possible to write console input back to the Model 100's memory from BASIC as well. But given that it only has about
24k of RAM total, packet logs are probably not the best thing to do that with.
I'll be taking this rig to Def Con with me, so maybe I'll teach this old laptop a few more new
tricks in the meantime. (Rest assured, we'll update this article as I do.) But another two Back

to the Future challenges wait for me upon my return to Vegas—the Apple II Plus and
the Amiga 500. Like the Model 100, both are begging to be connected to the Internet. At
least.
© Sean Gallagher / Sean is Ars Technica's IT Editor. A former Navy officer, systems administrator, and network systems integrator with 20 years of IT journalism
experience, he lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland.
To checkout this article direct, please visit :http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2015/08/surfing-the-internet-from-my-trs-80model-100/

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

In Mav's FreHD Workshop
The new FreHD Clearly Superior series
by
Ian Mavric
Since the FreHD (designed by Frédéric Vecoven, in Belgium) has been
released it has been very popular with the TRS-80 Model I/III/4
community and become the de-facto standard mass storage device for
people wanting to progress beyond floppy diskettes.
The FreHD has always been sold with the weekend hacker in mind, at a
price always quite reasonable when compared to other similar products
or refurbished TRS-80 hard disk drives. As the buying public has
changed over time, I've added variations to the basic FreHD core
product. Whereas in the early days people were happy with a naked PCB
arrangement (Kit C) or for those who had soldering ability and wanted to
build a FreHD for the least amount possible (Kit A or B), I've responded
to the requests of those after a different approach to their FreHD.
This resulted in the neat little BoHx for a really polished looking device
next to your TRS-80, and the CKD kit, for those who love to solder but
don't have boxes and parts, and wanted a Heathkit style kit delivered
with all required parts and simple assembly instructions. Yes, I have
been listening.
Retro computing as a hobby has grown exponentially in the last five
years. Prior to 2011 most people who enjoyed this hobby had an
electronics, or assembly language, or Basic programming background,
and oftentimes had originally owned these computers back in the day.
They new how to operate them, and how to fix them when they had a
failure. As retro computing has taken off, I see a new generation of
enthusiasts who just want one for different reasons... among them being
that their parents or grandparents may have had one, or they used one
at school or university, or they just like the cool retro look.
These people have no electronics or programming background, but still
have equal enthusiasm but they require a system that turns on and just
works.

A growing number of people emailed me stating they didn't want to be
bothered with soldering, or sourcing a 5V power supply, or even where
possible, opening their TRS-80.
What they wanted was a plug-in and play device. I had to think about
this for a bit; it would need to come complete with all cables and power
supply, but still needed to be shipped for around the same low price. It
needed to auto-boot if possible, and be packaged in a neat little
enclosure.
In short it needed to bring together all the individual FreHD products I
sell into complete packages ready to use.
Tandy's advertising department had a name of this type of computer
product in the 1980s, they called them Clearly Superior. As a tip of the
hat to the old Radio Shack computer division, this is what I refer to
complete FreHD packages as.

For the Model I
- Two versions depending on what your Model I system comprises of

Version 1: FreHD/Quinnterface
Combo box for the standard 16K
Level II Model I
I looked at my FreHD Kit C set up on the table connected to a
Quinnterface, both items daisy chained to a 5V power supply, and
decided it was too messy.
Even a 16K Model I with just a monitor is, in my opinion, too messy on
the table. What was needed was to package the FreHD and Quinnterface
into a BoHx, but the plastic enclosures I'd been using for several months
were not suitable, so I tried some different enclosures and internal
arrangement of components, and settled on the small Pac-Tec high
impact ABS plastic enclosure you see in the picture.
It isn't cheap but it looks great!
Supplying power to this device in which two individual items are mounted
inside and connected by data and daisy power cable needed a decent 5V
power supply.

This make the units sellable in both Europe and the USA, I include one of
two different power adapters. A CE-rated one for Europe and a UL-listed
one for the USA. Both run on any voltage from 100V to 240V. You just
plug it into the FreHD/QI Combo box and plug the data cable into your
Model I.
No modifications to your Model I are needed, since the Quinnterface
automatically boots from the SD card on the FreHD. Also, since 16K with
a hard disk operating system makes no sense at all, the Quinnterface has
32K additional memory which expands your system to 48K.
No other similar product adds both hard disk emulated storage AND
memory upgrade in one plug in unit. And the icing on the cake? Three
great operating systems are supported: LDOS, Newdos/80 and Dosplus
3.5

Picture: FreHD/QI Combo box for the 16K Level II TRS-80 Model I

Picture: how the FreHD and Quinnterface are packaged inside the heavy-duty plastic box

Version 2: FreHD/M1HD adapter
Combo Box for the Expanded
Model I system
One of the biggest gripes of the expanded Model I system is how many
mains power sockets the system takes up.
A simple dual drive Model I needs five power sockets, add a tape deck,
six, add a 3rd disk drive, seven... it never ends. (My workhorse Model I
back in the 80s had two disk drives, tape deck, hard drive, printer and
modem - nine power sockets!)

So one of the main objectives was to not add yet another power supply if
possible, and power the FreHD from excess volts from the Expansion
Interface.
Into the same high-impact plastic enclosure goes the FreHD and this time
my reproduction M1 HD adapter as well. It's joined by a very short cable
and the M1 HD adapter is powered from the expansion bus. To power
the FreHD this time, I supply a power cable with two clips on the end,
one is connected to 5V and the other to ground, inside the Expansion
Interface. This saves plugging an extra wall-wart 5V power supply into
an already crowded power strip.
Two boot options are included with every one of these. The traditional
floppy boot diskette, just like Tandy designed the hard disk based Model I
back in 1982, or you can install the included FreHD auto boot Eprom.
It takes about half an hour, requires no trace cutting, but you do need to
know how to solder. By installing the auto boot Eprom you have access
to the same three operating systems mentioned above.

Picture: FreHD/M1HD adapter Combo box for the expanded Model I system

Picture: the M1HD adapter and FreHD neatly mounted inside the plastic enclosure

Version 3: For the Model III, 4,
4P, 4D
Choosing a plug-in and play FreHD for your Model III, 4, 4P and 4D is
easy.
I've included the necessary inter-connection cable, and power cable, AND
the auto-boot Eprom to install in your TRS-80.
You simply open your TRS-80 and connect the power cable to tap off 5V
from the floppy drive, and install the auto boot Eprom where your ROM C
chip currently lives.

On the Model 4 Gate Array version and 4D the Eprom replacement is a
little more complex, involving soldering four wires. Again, for those who
don't like to solder, I can include a hard disk boot diskette and your
system will run just like Tandy designed their own hard disk systems.
Once installed, you have access to more operating system choices than
any other similar product on the market: LDOS and Newdos/80 on the
Model III, and LS-DOS, LS-DOS High-Resolution version, and CP/M on
the Model 4. FreHD is also the ONLY product of it's type which will work
on those diskless Model III and 4 systems (upgrading them to 48K and
64K respectively is recommended).
Note to collectors: Diskless Model III and 4 computers are often cheaper
to buy and have had less use than their disk-based brothers, and they
also weigh a lot less - great if lugging around a full Model III or 4 disk
computer makes your back ache!
Finally on the 4P auto booting is standard for LS-DOS, LS-DOS HighResolution version, and CP/M. All 4Ps came with an auto-bootable Bios
Rom and we use this to automatically boot your FreHD.

Picture: FreHD kit for the Model III, 4, 4P and 4D includes Eprom and power cables

In most cases these Clearly Superior FreHD kits are tailored to your
individual TRS-80 based on information provided to me. An example of
this is the diskless version comes with a different power cable for
connection directly to the power supply in diskless TRS-80s.

Pricing
It doesn't take a genius to work out that while these complete kits are
more expensive than the old Kit C, when you add the costs of all the
items additional to make one of these plug-in and play FreHDs you come
out way ahead.
Version 1: $USD249.00 and for a limited time includes free shipping!
(Separate items cost would be $179 (FreHD) $95 (Quinnterface) $25
(BoHx) so the saving is $50 and now I include free CE certified or ULlisted Power adapter)
Version 2: $USD229.00 and for a limited time includes free shipping!
(Separate items cost would be $179 (FreHD) $40 (M1HD adpator) $25
(BoHx) $25 (Eprom) so the saving is $USD40)
Version 3: $USD210.00 and for a limited time includes free shipping!
(Separate items cost would be $179 (FreHD) $40 (HD cable) $25 (BoHx)
$20 (Auto Boot Eprom) so the saving is $USD60)

Order yours To-Day:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/clearlysuperior/

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/
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An Atari Joystick Adaptor for the TRS-80
Andrew Quinn
This project was prompted by a question on the VC Forum earlier in
2016…. Can I build an Alpha type joystick adaptor and use it with my
TRS-80 and FreHD?
The answer unfortunately is no if the Alpha joystick adaptor design is
really like the hand drawn schematic that I found on the web… it does no
IO Port decoding so will respond to a read request on any IO Port and
conflict with the FreHD.
Given the simplicity of an Alpha style joystick (it is just a set of switches
that pull selected data lines to ground), it did get me thinking that
building a companion adaptor board for the FreHD should be possible… or
at least worth an attempt.
The result is the FrePLAY adaptor, shown here with a FreHD and Model 1
Expander (as Ian calls it… the “Quinnterface”).

The FrePLAY adaptor is a companion board that mounts above the FreHD.
It can be used when the FreHD is connected to a Model I, III, 4 or 4P.

Connections to the TRS-80 bus are made by removing U2 (16V8 GAL)
and U3 (74LS245) from the FreHD and inserting the FrePLAY header pins
into their sockets to join the two boards. 25mm spacers are used to
ensure a solid connection between the boards.
U2 is programmed with a modified equation files that maintain full FreHD
compatibility but also decode the Joystick IO ports. U2 and U3 are then
inserted into the FrePLAY board.

The design takes advantage of one of the unused output pins (pin 17) on
the FreHD U2 GAL. This is used to enable U1 (74LS245) which gates the
joystick port value onto the TRS-80 data bus when IO Ports 0x00 or 0x13
are read. All data lines are pulled high by resistor network RN1 and the
joystick pulls these low when moved. The Mode header allows a jumper
or switch to be installed for selection of the 5 bit (4 directions and fire) or
4 bit (4 directions with fire pressing up and down at the same time)
joystick modes.

The version 1 board shown in the pictures uses Arduino style 10 pin
stacking headers to join the two boards.
The great thing about them is they are cheap and easily available on
eBay. The bad thing about them is that despite my initial positive test
results they really don’t work reliably as an IC socket for U2 and U3 hence the ugly socket extensions you can see in the photo below.

The version 2 board has a better solution. It is a slightly modified
design that uses proper IC sockets on the top of the board offset from
the pin headers that protrude from the bottom of the board.
Arduino headers connect to these and to the FreHD.
I will provide more information on the V2 board at
http://www.quicktrip.co.nz/jaqblog when they arrive.
Andrew Quinn
jaquinn@ihug.co.nz
Andrew Quinn is a Software Development Manager who also collects and
restores TRS-80’s and other vintage computers. He lives in Auckland,
New Zealand.

g’s j’s and y’s !

Pascal Presents ...
I though you would all be interested with just some of the re-engineering
work that Pascal Holdry, from France, has been so busy with over the
recent months.
It’s quite remarkable just what he’s been doing and well worth a Special
Feature just so you can see the amount of effort he’s putting in.
He’s asking if someone out there has a M1 CP/M card which he could
borrow and also he is looking for photos of "PCBs Voice synthesizer 261180" and the dimensions of the "PCB" to redo the prototype on a real
"PCB"
Please contact him direct if you can help.

Keyboard (Keyboard) AZERTY /
QWERTY 4P
Right out of the TRS-80 4P several keyboard types were proposed
1. The QWERTY (English)
2. The type QWERTZ (German)
The type AZERTY (French)
Although its home page is in English or French or German, it was not very sold
in France.Thereby:
1. The majority of softwares of this machine was designed for a QWERTY
keyboard
2. The passage of the QWERTY keyboard in QWERTY by hardware with an
electronic addition
3. It takes a special TRS-DOS QWERTY 6.01.1F (F for French)
4. Some software in English no longer functioning or only work poorly
5. Some extensions (graphics cards) do not work with this version of TRS-DOS
The updated version of DOS in French stopped very quickly (around 1986),
while the last update DOS English in 1991 LS-DOS 6.31H

View of the "PCB" QWERTY keyboard (Eric Photo)

Bottom view of the "PCB" QWERTY keyboard (Eric Photo)

View of the "PCB" QWERTY keyboard, you can see the addition of electronic (Eric
Photo)

View of the "PCB" QWERTY keyboard, you can see the addition of electronic (Eric
Photo)

The connectors between the two keyboards are not identical
1. 16-pin connector for the QWERTY keyboard
20-pin connector for the QWERTY keyboard
View of the two connectors keyboards (QWERTY and AZERTY) (Eric Photo)

View of the QWERTY keyboard connection (Eric Photo)

For connecting the QWERTY keyboard (Eric Photo)

It takes a 20-pin connector for the QWERTY keyboard to power the electronics + 5V
and GND.
My information:
1. We must cut the extra 4 pins for connecting the QWERTY keyboard, otherwise it
is not possible to insert the connector of the qwerty keyboard.
It is not enough that align the pin No. 1 male and female connectors

“Doubleur_NEW_PERC”
Regis Munoz and myself have built a card prototype
based on the operating principle of the reference card
for the doubler Density "The PERCOM II"
Goal:
To retrieve existing softwares
Keep track of our digital heritage
Provide a diagram for troubleshooting and understanding the operation of the card.
Specifications:
Be compatible with a maximum PERCOM II card
Function without setting (plug and play)
Delete the operation of the card with a "PROM" found today.
Use easy supply components.
Use components of a low price.
Keep in mind the 70/80

Use dimensions for use in an MDX-2 Expansion Board
Banish all the exotic components
The program components will be programmable timer with a very low range. ... etc
For this we used "GAL16V8" very easy supplies, programmable controllers with a few tens of euros. We
excluded "PAL" and "PROM" that can be programmed only one time. The "GAL" X times are
programmable and therefore recoverable on old electronic cards.
I am responsible for the "hard" part of Regis and the "Soft"
Top view

Bottom View

Comparison with a doubler PERCOM

Equations for the LAG IC4
Designer Regis MUNOZ;
Company University of Tulsa;
Assembly None;
None Location;
Device g16v8a;
/ ******************************* ************** * /
/**/
/ * GAL for Doubler_New_Perc_A card * /
/ * ------- ----------- Regis MUNOZ ---- * /
/**/
/ * LAG # 2: DECODE & LOGIC - IC4 * /
/**/
/ ********************** *********************** * /
/ PINS INPUTS *************** ******* *********** /
Pin 1 = in_r5c7; / * Input entre R5 / C7 * /
Pin 2 = in_r6c6; / * Input entre R6 / C6 * /
Pin 3 = wd; / * Input signal of WD-31 PIN of IC2 - FD1791 * /
Pin 4 = late; / * Input LATE signal of PIN-FD1791 * 18 /
Pin 5 = early; / * Input EARLY signal of PIN-FD1791 * 17 /
Pin 6 = a0; / * Input signal * A0 /
Pin 7 = a1; / * Input signal A1 * /
Pin 8 = dal3; / * Input signal DAL3 * /
Pin 9 = dal4; / * Input signal DAL4 * /
Pin 11 = DAL5; / * Input signal DAL5 * /
Pin 12 = dal6; / * Input signal DAL6 * /
Pin 13 = dal7; / * Input signal DAL7 * /
Pin 14 = we; / * Input signal WE * /
Pin 17 = in_r1c2; / * Input entre R1 / C2 * /
/ OUTPUT PINS *************** *************** /
Pin 15 = out_ic1_3; / * PIN-3TB * of IC1 /
Pin 16 = out_r1; / * * To R1 /
Pin 18 = dwd; / * PIN-10TB * of IC10 /
Pin 19 = out_r5r6; / * To R5 / R6 * /
/ ** ** Logic Equations /
out_r5r6 = wd;
dwd = (in_r6c6 & early & late!) # (& In_r5c7 early & late!) # (Wd

& early & late!);
out_r1 = we;!
out_ic1_3 = (& in_r1c2 (we dal3 #) & (# dal6 dal7) & (# dal4 DAL5) &!!!!
(a0 a1 #!));
/ * ******** ************ *********************** END /

Equations for the LAG IC9
Name NewPercA;
partNo NEWPERCA-RM;
20/06/16 Date,
Revision 05;
Designer Regis MUNOZ;
Company University of Tulsa;
Assembly None;
None Location;
Device g16v8a;
/ ************* ******************************** * /
/**/
/ * GAL for Doubler_New_Perc_A card * /
/ * - --------- ----------- Regis MUNOZ * /
/**/
/ * LAG # 1: CLOCK GENERATOR - IC9 * /
/**/
/ ***** **************************************** * /
/ ******* ****************** ******** INPUTS PINS /
Pin 1 = clk; / * Input Clock 4 / 8MHz * /
Pin 2 = LD; / * PIN-15TB * of this GAL /
Pin 3 = IC5_9; / * To-PIN 9 of IC5 * /
Pin 4 = IC5_8; / * PIN-8TB * of IC5 /
Pin 5 = IC7_8; / * PIN-8TB * of IC7 /
Pin 6 = IC7_5; / * To PIN-5 of IC7 * /
Pin 7 = IC7_9; / * To-PIN 9 of IC7 * /
Pin 8 = WF_VFOE; / * To 4.7k resistor and signal WF / VFOE # of IC2 * /
Pin 11 = ow!; / * To GND: Register output enable * /
/ OUTPUT PINS *************** *************** /
Pin 12 = RCLK; / * Output signal RCLK * /
Pin 13 = FDDATA; / * Output signal FDDATA * /
Pin 14 = FDCLK; / * Output signal FDCLK * /
Pin 15 = OLD; / * To PIN-2 of this LAG * /
Pin 16 = Q3; / * To PIN-11 of IC5 (input clock) * /
Pin 17 = Q2; / * NC (do not connect) * /
Pin 18 = Q1; / * NC (do not connect) * /
Pin 19 = Q 0; / * NC (do not connect) * /
/ ** Declarations ** Definitions and Intermediate Variable /
Field count = [Q3..0]; / * Table of counter inputs * /
Field prom = [K3..0]; / * Outputs of counter table * /
TABLE count => {prom
'to 0 =>' h -1; / * 0001 * /
'1 =>' h -1; / * 0001 * /

'to 2 =>' h'2; / * 0010 * /
'to 3 =>' H'3; / * 0011 * /
'to 4 =>' H'3; / * 0011 * /
'to 5 =>' h'4; / * 0100 * /
'to 6 =>' h'4; / * 0100 * /
'to 7 =>' h'4; / * 0100 * /
'to 8 =>' h'E; / * 1110 * /
'to 9 =>' h'E; / * 1110 * /
'of 10 =>' h'E; / * 1110 * /
'of 11 =>' h'E; / * 1110 * /
'of 12 =>' h'F; / * 1111 * /
'of 13 =>' h'F; / * 1111 * /
'of 14 =>' H'0; / * 0000 * /
'of 15 =>' h -1; / * 0001 * /
}
/ ** ** Logic Equations /
OLD = (IC7_5 & IC7_9)!
FDDATA = (# IC5_9 IC7_8)!
FDCLK = (# IC5_8 IC7_8)!
RCLK = (# IC5_9 WF_VFOE!);
/ * Data Inputs of counter (clock) * /
Q0.d = # (LD & Q0!) (LD & K 0!)
Q1.d = # (LD & Q1 & Q0!) # ((LD & K1!) LD & Q1 & Q0)!
Q2.d = (LD & K2) # (LD & Q2 & Q1) # (LD & Q2 & Q0) # (LD & Q2 & Q1 & Q0)!!!!
Q3. d = # (LD & Q2 Q3 &!) # (LD & Q1 & Q3!) # (LD & Q3 & Q0!) # (& LD & Q3 Q2 Q1 & Q0 &!) (LD &
K3!);

The schematic, Gerbers and .JED file as detailed are
available for free from the Downloads menu on my
website
http://www.prof-80.fr/

M1 Keyboard Printer Interface Prototype
I built a prototype board based on the
principle of the Tandy parallel interface
Goal:
1. The opportunity to work with a printer
2. Keep track of our digital heritage
Provide a diagram for troubleshooting and understanding the operation of the card.

View all

Top view Version No. 1

Top view Version No. 2

Bottom View

The printer connection cable

Connector assignment "Centronic"

The parallel interface is supplied with + 5V printer on pin No. 18 of connector
"Centronic".
To avoid reversing the courcircuit HE9 connector (card edge) A polarizer is
inside. Some printers have a + 5V output at Pin No. 18 and are protected against a
possible court-circuit, (but not for all printers).

The diagram and the Gerbers for this card are
available free in the Downloads page of my
website.
http://www.prof-80.fr/

Prototype Expansion Interface/M1 buffer
I built a prototype board based on the
principle of the Tandy E/I buffer
Goal:
1. To retrieve the boxes with expansions lost Buffers.
2. Keep track of our digital heritage
Provide a diagram for troubleshooting and understanding the operation of the
card.
Version No. 1 with H10 connector

Version # 2

Bottom View

The diagram and the Gerbers for this card are available
free from the Downloads page of my website

http://www.prof-80.fr/

“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for
16K Model 1 FreHD users.
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED -

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K
Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion
Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify
your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade.
The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New
Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you
FreHD.
U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.
U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff”

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
"THE LONG WHITE CASED COLOR
COMPUTERS"
by
Ian Mavric
In The Beginning: Everything Looked Grey
By 1983 the Color Computer 1 and it's specs had gone a little stale. Released in 1980 and sold as essentially the same computer until the beginning of 1983, Radio Shack looked at ways to keep the computer relevant.
Only one external change in the Coco 1 lifeline was the "cleaning up" of
the case in 1982. This involved placing the TRS-80 emblem in the middle
of the case, removing the black border around the keyboard along with
the Ram-size badge. At the same time the 4K Coco 1 was dropped. Under the bonnet there had been three motherboard designs. Most 1980
computers had what was known as a "D" motherboard. Designed around
4K and 16K operation, it was difficult to upgrade to 32K and even more
difficult to upgrade to 64K (an important number to remember, but bear
in mind 64K in the Coco hadn't even been thought of in 1980-81). 1981
saw the "E" motherboard which was designed to work with 4K, 16K and
could be easily upgraded to 32K. 32K became important because also in
1981 the Coco disk drive became available and while it did run on 16K
systems, very little memory was left over to run programs once a disk
drive was added. These "D" and "E" systems had the original case which
included the Ram-size badge.

Pictures: 1980-81 Color Computer (left) and 1982-early'83 re-styled Color Computer
(right)

Things began to stir in the Coco world in 1982. As well as the disk drive,
a port of the 6809 multitasking Operating System OS/9 was being debugged and pitched to Tandy for possible sale in Radio Shack stores.
Around this time as well some clever individuals at Frank Hogg Laboratories found they could upgrade the Coco to 64K and run a ported version
of Flex, an alternative Operating System to OS/9 in the 6809 world. With
64K memory on tap OS/9 becomes a much more viable Operating System and 64K puts the Coco in the same "class" as the newly released
Commodore 64 and market leading Apple IIe. It's also as much memory
as was going to be in the soon-to-be designed successor to the Model III,
what we call the Model 4 TRS-80. So Tandy engineers design yet another Coco motherboard, this time called an "F" board. In fact it doesn't
have "F" on it anywhere but since it came after the "E" board that's what
the Coco community called it. "F" boards are designed to run either 16K
or 64K memory. At this time Tandy changed the case as explained
above. The chicklet keyboard was retained, and like all 1982 Radio
Shack computers, it was grey.
An interesting thing from this time is that clearly there was an advertising anomaly in which this 64K "F" board Coco 1 was marketed as a 32K
system. I think the reasons for that are threefold. 1. This new system
carried the same catalog number as the old 32K "E" systems: 26-3003.
It's possible that the entry for the 32K Coco had been locked into the Radio Shack 1982 Catalog in September 1981 before the design for the 64K
Coco 1 had been finalised. 2. PRINTMEM command on the 32K "E" or
64K "F" systems returns the same number of bytes free: 24871. I can
see where it might be confusing where someone thought they were buying a computer with extra memory which they couldn't actually use in the
BASIC language. 3. The official release date of OS/9 was still some time
away and an upgrade to the DOS version (from 1.0 to 1.1) was needed
to easily boot the DOS (via the "DOS" command). Best practice would
have been to try to sell out as many of the grey disk drives as possible,
before upgrading the whole Coco line-up in 1983 with new devices and
software to bring it properly into the mid-80s.
You can have your TRS-80 any colour you like, as long as it's
white
By 1982 the marketing people at Tandy realised something very concerning. Every popular computer system on the market was either white, offwhite, beige or some other variation of a theme. This includes the IBM
PC(white and beige), Apple ][ (off-white), C= Pet (white), C= VIC-20
(cream), C64 (beige), and even some popular mainframes like the
IBM/360 is off-white.

Grey was looking so last decade and most of the consistent sellers in the
TRS-80 lineup were based on designs from the late 70s (I'm talking
about the Model II and Model III here) that a decision was made that
1983 would be the year TRS-80 became serious looking and joined the
rest of its data processing compatriots.
By the end of 1983 the last Model II, III, and grey Coco 1 had been sold,
Tandy printers had underwent a name change (from Line Printer to DMP)
and most carried over accessories had been treated to a nice new white
paint job (this includes the CCR-81 tape deck, Multi-Pak Interface, and
Modem I).
In place of the Model II was the new Model 12 and 16 (released late
1982 and the first TRS-80 to show off the new white look), in place of the
Model III was the Model 4, and in place of the 32K grey Coco 1 was the
flashy new white Color Computer, and hallelujah, it finally has a decent
keyboard!

Picture: the US 64K Color Computer cat. no. 26-3003B

Duh, so what do we call this here new 64K Color Computer?
Not being shy of criticism, in 1980 when the Coco 1 was released Tandy
was accused of being unimaginative when naming its new small home
computer, capable of being connected to a colour TV set, the "TRS-80
Color Computer". Many other brands had released colour TV connectable
home computers (the Apple ][ and the Atari 400/800 spring quickly to
mind) that naming the new TRS-80 the Color Computer was taking the
bleeding obvious too far. Tandy's rationale was that it was their first
computer which supported colour graphics. This was true and the public
bought it, both figuratively and literally. Since the new system had 64K
memory this seemed to be a good marketing point, and the 64K Color
Computer was born.

Picture: inside the US 64K Color Computer features the "285" aka "F" motherboard

Externally its the same case as the Coco 1 "F" system, this time moulded
out of textured white plastic, so familiar to those who use the Model 4P.
The keyboard is now also white, its not full-travel but it is nicer to type
on. Referred to as a "melted" keyboard, it helped to rectify probably the
biggest criticism of the grey Coco 1, it's chicklet keyboard. This one
looks better and works better for fast typing. You could actually write a
novel on it and be happy with its performance which is something that
could not be said about the chicklet. It still wasn't up there with the VIC20/C64 keyboard but the press at the time praised it nonetheless.

Under the bonnet was a complete anti-climax. It contains the same "F"
motherboard as the previous grey Coco 1. This is how all smart companies who are onto a good thing operate.
Take a proven product, and re-package it to keep up with the current
styling trends of the time. Car makers do it all the time. The catalog
number was upgraded at this time to 26-3003B, and production was
done in Fort Worth, Texas where all US TRS-80s are built.

Picture: one of the only advertisements for the US 64K Coco 1

The 64K Coco 1 also holds the distinction of being the rarest production
Coco model. Production numbers from Tandy always have been hard to
obtain but if the serial numbers of those which have sold on eBay are any
indication, they made only a couple thousand of these and they all sold in
March-April 1983 in the USA and Canada only.

When the US Coco 2 was released in June it was obvious that the 64K
Coco 1 was aimed to plug a hole in the product line until the 64K Coco 2
was ready to release. This makes the 64K Coco 1, in good condition, extremely collectable. Regularly fetching over $US150 on eBay, it makes
the eBay prices of the grey Coco 1 ($20-$50) and Coco 2 ($15-$40)
laughable. So rare is the 64K Coco 1 that early on in internet forums
there was even debate that the 26-3003B didn't even exist as it was very
difficult to find any RS advertising which featured it. It has also been
known to fetch crazy prices like in this eBay listing below:

Meanwhile, in Australia....
....and other markets like UK, EU, and New Zealand, a variation on a
theme appeared. It looked for all the world like the US 64K Coco 1 but
close inspection externally saw it named the Colour Computer 2 (note the
'U' in Colour) and it was made in Korea.

The case was subtly different, being textured painted white plastic, similar to a Model 4. So while the US 64K Coco 1 turns yellow over time, like
a 4P does, the Colour Computer 2 case doesn't (which is the same as the
Model 4). However the keyboard does go yellow over time on either system when subject to sunlight. The downside of this is that while it is possible to find the odd Colour Computer 2 kept in its box it's whole like and
it's white and pristine, finding a US 64K Coco 1 is virtually impossible.
(Even that expensive one pictured above has yellowed considerably.)

Picture: a US 64K Coco 1 sitting next to a Korean 64K Coco 2. This never happens
unless a collector imports one or the other because these two computers were never
sold in each others country/market.

Picture: the Korean 64K Coco 2

Picture: subtle differences between the two. US Coco 1 has black cartridge door. Korean 64K Coco 2 has white cartridge door and flat nameplate.

Why is the US 64K Coco 1 not a Coco 2 or vice-versa?
It seems logical that in countries where the Korean Colour Computer 2
was released a clean break from the grey Coco 1 machines heralded the
new white Colour Computer 2, rather than added a white version to an
existing product line.
But there is a good reason behind this, and that is that 64K Coco 1s (and
in fact all Coco 1s) have 12V available at the cartridge slot. All Colour
Computer 2s, including all the short-case Coco 2s and the Coco 3 don't
have 12V at the cartridge slot.

12V used to be important internally as 12V was needed to power 4K and
16K RAM chips, and also the first Coco 1 disk drive controller (cat. no. 26
-3022) needed 12V to power the FDC chip.
A subsequent redesign of the disk drive controller (cat. no. 26-3029 and
it's derivatives 26-3129, -3131, and -3133) no longer required 12V so
12V could be left out of the computers design. Therefore all Coco 2s,
even the long-white case one not sold in the USA, has no 12V inside it.

Picture: inside the Korean 64K Coco 2

Around the same time, early on in 1983, a new product was released
called the Multi-Pak Interface (or MPI). It was available initially in two
colour schemes to match the grey Coco 1s or the white US 64K Coco 1
and long white case Coco 2. It was not properly marketed for a long
time; for the first year or two of sales it was pushed as a device allowing
4 game carts to be plugged in at once and changed between them at the
flick of a switch.
Yes, it can be used for that purpose, but that is sort of using the MPI for
the simplest use. It's price-tag of $350 in Australia didn't help sales either. The MPI has 12V available at each cartridge slot so Coco 1 devices
could be used with the Coco 2 and 3, but this isn't it's only function.
When coupled with OS/9, the MPI allows connection of disk drive and
ability to address the other three slots, which can contain other devices
like an RS232 Pak or (later on down line) a hard disk controller.

After the R&D budget had been recovered for the MPI it's price was reduced to a more palatable $179 in Australia. The last word on the MPI
was that when the short case Coco 2 came along the styling of the MPI
was updated to match those systems and their successor, the Coco 3.
For those who have ever wondered, all MPI versions run with all Coco
versions. You can plug a grey Coco 1 MPI into a Coco 3 and it works,
though is rather odd looking.

Picture: Multi-Pak Interfaces (MPIs) were available in two paint schemes to match your
Coco model.

Pictures: MPIs connected to their respective Coco models look right together

Upgrading Long White Case Colour Computer 2s
Notice I didn't say Coco 1s and 2s, just the Twos. The US 64K Coco 1
came maxed out with 64K memory and Extended Color Basic 1.1 No upgraded required. The Korean Colour Computer 2 came in three flavours:
16K Color Basic (cat. no. 26-3026), 16K Extended Colour Basic (cat. no.
26-3027), and the 64K Extended Color Basic (cat. no. 26-3127).

When you open it you will notice the eight memory chips are re-arranged
into a group of five and a group of three. They are special 16K chips
which don't need 12V. To upgrade these systems to 64K you need to remove these 8 chips and replace them with 4164s of your choice, my preference being Motorola MC8040665s. Four jumpers need to be attended
to. Grouped together between C36 and C69 is a group of three solder
links marked 16K. Clean the solder up with a solder wick and jumper the
ones next to them marked 64K. There is one more jumper MC6821 and
the MC6822 marked 64K. It will be unlinked on 16K systems. Solder a
link over it. Finally you need to remove some capacitors which are no
longer needed: C45.46,47,48,49,50,51,52,61,62,63,64,65,66,67, and
68.

Picture: memory banks (3 chips and 5 chips) and 16K/64K memory jumper block

Picture: the other 64K jumper which needs to be added for the 16K->64K upgrade

To upgrade the Extended Basic Rom: obtain an Extended Color Basic 1.1
Rom and install it in the IC12 position where there is a vacant socket. If
your system came with Extended basic there will be no socket (RS deciding to save 10c on each machine by soldering the chip directly onto the
motherboard) and no reason to remove the Extended Basic Rom.
Rarity and Collectability in 2016?
As mentioned previously the US 64K Coco 1 was made only for a very
short time, in small numbers, and only sold in the US and Canada. Functionally it's nothing special so the desirability to own one really is if you
feel you need one in your collection. In the last couple of years there
have been reasonable numbers showing up on US eBay, and collectors
are snapping them up.
I have imported two of them in my travels: the one pictured above next
to my 64K Coco 2, and one which is in the hands of an Australian collector. I'd be surprised if there were any others in Australia. A note to
would-be collectors: Being an NTSC computer, getting it to run on most
television sets can be a frustrating experience. You might find your expensive import its best admired in a display case rather than being put
into actual use.
The Korean Coco 2 did sell in respectable numbers in Australia being able
to be purchased from Tandy Electronics stores for all of 1984. To my eye
these are the best looking of the Color Computers and it is how it should
have looked in the first place.
It also is the one most people hang onto and so they come up for sale
relatively infrequently compared to the grey Coco 1s and the short-cased
Coco 2s. I know when I get one of these they sell pretty quickly once I
announce that I have one for sale, whereas the short-cased Coco 2s are
generally slow movers.
For US collectors these Korean Coco 2s would be very rare indeed but the
same warning applies with regards to television standards and Australian
computers, being PAL broadcast standard, will have a hard time syncing
with most TVs in the United States.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

Character generation with the Motorola
MCM667x
Larry Kraemer
If you are interested in knowing more about the TRS-80 Characters that are
contained in the Motorola MCM667x. Character Generator ROM.
The following BASIC Programs will display all the available characters on the
TRS-80.
Basic Programs to display:
1. Special Characters
10 CLS
20 FOR I=0 TO 31
30 POKE, 15360+I*16,I
40 NEXT
50 PRINT@ 640,"";
2. Text Characters
10 CLS
20 FOR I=32 TO 127
30 PRINT@ (I-32)*8,I; CHR$(I);
40 NEXT
50 END
3. Graphic Characters
10 CLS
20 FOR I=128 TO 191
30 PRINT@ (I-128)*8,I; CHR$(I);
40 NEXT
50 END
Special Characters
5 CLS
10 POKE 16526,105
20 POKE 16527,0
30 X=USR(O)
40 PRINT CHR$(21);
50 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO SEE SPECIAL CHARACTERS";X
60 FOR I=192 TO 255
70 PRINT CHR$(I);
80 NEXT
90 PRINT
100 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO SWITCH TO ALTERNATE SET";X
110 PRINT CHR$(22);
120 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO RETURN TO NORMAL AND END";X
130 PRINT CHR$(22); CHR$(21)
140 END

The MCM6670 is a mask-programmable horizontal-scan (row select) character
generator containing 128 Characters in a 5x7 matrix, with a 350ns access time.
A 7-bit address code is used to select one of the 128 available characters, and a
3 row select chooses the appropriate row to appear at the outputs. The rows
are sequentially displayed, providing an 8-word sequence of parallel bits per
word for each character selected by the address inputs.
The MCM6674 is a reprogrammed version of the MCM6670.

Here is the timing diagram for the Character Generator's access time.

For each address {A0..A3} (2^4 = 16 = {0x0..0xF}), there are eight rows
{A4..A6} (2^3 = 8 = {R0..R7}) of bits that are read for the actual character.
The complete table is shown below:

I used an Arduino Mega 2560 to read my TRS-80 Model 1's, G with Ver 1.3
ROMS, Character generator into hex bytes.
The Arduino has PULLUP resistors enabled on the Data lines which makes the
MSB (xxx11111) incorrect.
Here is an example of the data:
E0FFF1F1F1F1F1FFE0FFF0F0F0F0F0F0
E0E4E4E4E4E4E4FFE0E1E1E1E1E1E1FF
E0E8E4E2EFE4E2E1E0FFF1FBF5FBF1FF
E0E0E1E2F4F8F0E0E0EEF1F1FFEAEAFB
This requires each data byte to be ANDED with 0x1F to mask the PULLUP's
incorrect data.
Since I use Linux, I knew that this was a prefect job for srec_cat. srec_cat is an
invaluable tool that can manipulate the ROM data accordingly.

For more information in Linux, use:
man srec-info
man srec_cat
The URL's of:
http://srecord.sourceforge.net/
http://srecord.sourceforge.net/man/man1/srec_examples.html
give more information on the data types, and the command specifics. There are
also lots of examples.
I started by letting srec_cat & srec_info try to detect the file's data type. I
knew the data was HEX bytes.
I tried: srec_info 6670tst.rom, but, this assumes the default of Motorola Srecord format, which is incorrect.
Next, I tried: srec_info 6670tst.rom -guess but, srec_info's -guess is incorrect
again.
srec_info 6670tst.rom -nh -ignore_checksums finds the correct data:
Format: Needham
Data: 0000 - 03FF
The first four lines of data from the MCM6670.txt:
E0FFF1F1F1F1F1FFE0FFF0F0F0F0F0F0
E0E4E4E4E4E4E4FFE0E1E1E1E1E1E1FF
E0E8E4E2EFE4E2E1E0FFF1FBF5FBF1FF
E0E0E1E2F4F8F0E0E0EEF1F1FFEAEAFB
shows the data has pull up resistors on the three MSD bits ({5..7}) and needs
to be ANDED with 0x1F.
This command will do exactly what I need:
srec_cat infile -nh −and 0x1F −o outfile -nh -ignore_checksums -data_only
Now the actual data is:
00 1F 11 11 11 11 11 1F 00 1F 10 10 10 10 10 10
00 04 04 04 04 04 04 1F 00 01 01 01 01 01 01 1F
00 08 04 02 0F 04 02 01 00 1F 11 1B 15 1B 11 1F
00 00 01 02 14 18 10 00 00 0E 11 11 1F 0A 0A 1B
The first eight bytes are Character #0 and the next eight bytes are Character
#1.

0x00
0x1F
0x11
0x11
0x11
0x11
0x11
0x1F
0x00
0x1F
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x10
0x00
0x04
0x04
0x04
0x04
0x04
0x04
0x1F
0x00
0x01
0x01
0x01
0x01
0x01
0x01
0x1F
I copied the data for all 128 Characters into Excel, and looked at each of the
5x7 Characters.
Larry Kraemer

Larry Kraemer is an ex-Military USAF Officer,
and a retired Electronics & Instrumentation
Technician, that has a hobby of Amateur Radio
(Advanced Class), and Computers, with Computer
Repair experience.

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
FIXING YOUR MODEL III / 4 / 4P / 4D SERIAL
PORT
Ian Mavric
Back in the September 2013 issue of TRS8Bit I wrote a two-part article
about repairing the Model I RS232 serial board. With the imminent
release of Peter Cetinski's TRS-Box Serial program around the corner,
now is a good time to look at the serial port in your TRS-80 to make sure
it works properly. A failed serial port will not prevent your TRS-80 from
running. In fact it may have failed back in the 1980s and if you've never
needed to use it you would never know. The rest of the TRS-80 doesn't
care. Fortunately the RS232 is easy to understand and diagnose if you
have basic electronics skills, the serial ports in the Model I/III/4/4P/4D
are of the same basic design:

Model III and Model 4 Non-Gate Array
The Model III and non-gate array Model 4 have a separate RS232 serial
board connected to the motherboard by a 20-way flat cable, and a power
cable. These cables rarely give troubles but if you damage the 20-way
flat cable it can be difficult to find a replacement. Installing a pin header
and running an old IDE hard drive cable between the motherboard and
the serial board is a good fix. The power cable rarely gives problems, but
remember the serial board uses 4 wires: 5V, Gnd, 12V and -12V. All 4
are required for the serial board to work. If you plug the disk controller
power cable (which only uses 3 wires) into the serial board the system
will not work. When testing, look for the above voltages at the 4 pins
before proceeding.

Picture: a Model III or 4 serial board - the big chip is the UART

The serial board itself has 16 chips but of those only three of them tend
to give problems. 10 of the chips are 74LS types which are extremely
robust and in fact I have never seen one fail in all my years working on
TRS-80s. We will look at the UART, the BRG, and one of the line drivers.
A serial port takes parallel data and coverts it into a stream of 0s and 1s.
It does this in both directions, so data can be "sent" from a computer in
which case parallel 8-bit "words" are converted to a serial stream of 8bits and out the serial port. Since the serial port is designed around
communication, it also has to have the ability to "receive" 8-bits of serial
data and covert that back into 8-bit parallel "words" the computer can
work with.
This is achieved by a 40-pin chip called a UART which stands for
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter. It's the big socketed chip
on the serial board. It's one of the first chips I check and roughly 1/3rd
of the time it's responsible for the serial port not working.

The UART needs to work at a set speed to receive its serial data incoming
and outgoing so it can be matched to that of the serial device it's trying
to communicate with. Speed/timing is critical here as if the split second
timing of receiving or sending serial bits goes out of sync by only 1/100th
of a second you can tell bits will be missed or misinterpreted. The speed
at which serial communications occur are set rates known as Baud rates,
and because different serial devices, depending on their sophistication
and distance from the terminal they are communicating with, have a
choice of a number of speeds.
To accomplish this we use a chip called a Baud Rate Generator (BRG)
which lives in a socket next to the UART. It can be set for any baud rate
between 110 and 19200, however the most common rates used are 300,
1200, 2400 and 9600. These chips work together, the BRG tells the
UART how fast to run and keeps it in perfect time. The BRG, like the
UART fails about 1/3rd of the time in my experience.
Finally we come to the line drivers, these are gateways between the TTL
logic of the computer and the generally higher voltage expectations of
the connections to the outside world. Basically the TTL signals inside the
computer are not suited to long distance wires due to their characteristics
so they need to be amplified up to meet EIA Standard RS-232D and
CCITT Recommendation V.24.
Obviously the reverse is also true, the higher voltage/amperage signals
coming into the serial port need to be reduced to TTL levels palatable
with the computer. Output is accomplished with a pair of MC1488 line
drivers and input is accomplished with a pair of MC1489 line receivers.
In my experience the MC1489s never give any problems but the
MC1488s regularly fail. Why would this be? As best I can tell when a
malfunctioning or badly designed serial device is connected to the serial
port, the MC1488s are the first chips in the firing line. They also have a
very large operating range of ±30V, and are powered by 12V. They just
have a hard life. They fail the last 1/3rd of the time in my experience.

"Isn't there a simple easy way to fix these?"
Well yes, this is how I do it... since I have a soldering rework/desoldering station and many spare parts on hand, I change out the UART
and BRG for known good ones, and if it doesn't work then I de-solder
U12 and U16 (both MC1488s) put in a couple of sockets and new
MC1488s.
99.9% of the time this will fix the serial board. However not everyone
has spare UARTs and BRGs lying around, or the de-soldering station to
change a chip in 1-2 minutes so most people need to diagnose the
problem properly.

Diagnosing Serial Port Problems
So you've connected up a serial device or done a simple loop-back of pins
2 and 3 at the RS232 connector and nada... nothing happens or the
systems hangs. To get started you need a terminal program such as
MAL/CMD, or better still the RSCC Technician Series Diagnostic Disk.
Both can be downloaded from my downloads page:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/downloads.htm
Rig up a loop of wire connecting pins 2 and 3 on the RS232 connector,
this joins the transmit pin to the receive pin so anything you type on a
terminal program is echoed back to the computer. Connect a logic probe
or a CRO to the exposed wire running between pins 2 and 3. Load your
terminal program and type some letters. Watch for activity on the logic
probe or CRT screen.
If you see activity then the line drivers are OK but one of the line
receivers is not working, so replace one or both MC1489s. However like I
stated earlier, the line receivers rarely give problems so you are much
more likely to see no activity on the looped wire. If the line drivers are
not working nothing it output so nothing can be read into the line
receivers. The rest of the article is written in jargon.
DB25 P2 is Rx and P3 is Tx. Rx connects to U16 P11. P11 is an output of
an MC1488 and it's inputs are P12 and 13. Look for activity on P12 and
13, if there is activity then everything before it which includes the UART
and the BRG are sending data to U16 but the output of the nand gate
formed by P11,12,13 is busted. Replace U16.
If the above checks out, but data is still not echoed back, follow Tx to
U11 P10. Look for activity on P8 and P9. If there is activity on P10 and
9 but not P8 then you have found your bad gate. U11 is an MC1489 - a
line receiver - it sends the data back to the UART.
To check the UART look for activity on U2 P20 (Rx input) and P25 (Tx
Output Register). Load a terminal program and look on these pins as
you type a character, they should pulse. If the UART (usually a TR1865)
is bad it can be replaced with a TR1602 or a COM8018. To check the
BRG look for activity on U1 P8 and P12 for activity, these are the strobes
to and from the UART.
Note: the BRG, as used on a Model III/4/4P/4D uses its own internal
oscillator to derive the frequencies for each baud rate. As used in a
Model I, a Xtal is connected to P1 and P18 so if diagnosing a bad BRG on
a Model I, look for activity on those pins, though it's far more likely that
the Xtal itself is bad on the Model I RS232 board than the BRG itself. In
all cases, if the BRG is bad, replace it with a COM8116 which is a plug in
substitute for the old WD BR194x series of 1970s BRGs.

Model 4 Gate-Array and 4D
Cost cutting when designing the second generation of Model 4 (what we
call the Model 4 Gate-Array or M4GA) meant that everything which used
to be on three circuit boards is now put on a single board. On the
downside it also means that whole serial board substitution is not
possible and the only way to fix the serial port on a M4GA is to repair it.
Using the same technique outlined above, you can solve the problem,
however in the case of the M4GA the BRG is U64 and the UART is U84.
The line driver is U81 and the line receivers are U99 and U100.
Additionally, the M4GA has a Gate-Array chip (GA 4.5, U82, called the
RS232 support GA), which cannot be easily tested, only by chip
substitution. On the positive side I've never once seen this chip fail. The
information pertaining to the M4GA also applies to the 4D because that is
essentially a dressed up M4GA with double-sided disk drives.

Picture: M4GA/4D motherboard. Legend: U-UART, B-BRG, D-Line Driver, R-Line
Receivers, G-4.5 support G-A

Model 4P
As we know they produced two 4P motherboards, the 4P Non-Gate and
the 4P Gate-Array. On the 4PNGA the relevant parts are UART: U30,
BRG: U52, Line driver: U15, Line Receivers: U16 and U17.

Picture: 4PNGA serial port. Legend: U-UART, B-BRG, D-Line Driver, R-Line Receivers

On the 4PGA the parts to look for are UART: U33, BRG: U73, Line Driver:
U12, and line Receivers U11 and U13. Once again we have an RS232
support Gate-Array, and in this case it us U31.

Picture: MPGA motherboard. Legend: U-UART, B-BRG, D-Line Driver, R-Line Receivers,
G-4.5 support G-A

"My Model III or 4 does not have a Serial
Board?"
If your Model III started out as a 4K Level I, 16K Model III BASIC, or a
26-1065 single disk drive computer it may have no serial port as these
were sold as an option for these machines. The same goes for the Model
4 16K and 26-1068 single disk drive computer.
Tandy sold an upgrade option (cat. no. 26-1148) which comprised of the
serial board and is necessary internal connection cables. I have a few of
these NOS if people need them, I also have some refurbished 2nd hand
serial boards which I also sell with the necessary interconnection cables.
Lastly I also offer a repair service if you can't get your Model III or 4
serial board to work simply send it to me and I'll repair it. Normal
computer repair rates apply.

"A video on how you fix these would be handy?"
A few years ago I made a video about how I repaired a Line Driver on a
Model 4 gate-array motherboard, you can find it on YouTube:
https://youtu.be/aBLaQIrwQLU
It also shows usage of the RSCC Diagnostics suite to test the RS232
functioning. Check it out.
Next time: Serial cable for the Model I
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and collects
TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife and kids in
Melbourne, Australia.

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
FreHD AUTO BOOT EPROM PART 3:
HOW TO INSTALL IT ON THE
MODEL 4 G-A AND 4D
Ian Mavric
In previous issues of TRS8Bit I've discussed how to install the FreHD
Auto-boot Eprom into a TRS-80 Model III and Model 4NGA (easy - just
remove an old Rom chip and replace it with a newly programmed
Eprom), and a Model I (difficult - requires soldering, and a switch as well
as 6 wires).
This article explains how to add the FreHD auto boot Eprom to a Model 4
Gate-Array computer (cat. no. 26-1068A or 26-1069A) or a Tandy Model
4D (cat. no. 26-1070). It's more difficult that adding the Eprom to the
Model III and 4NGA but less difficult than adding one to a Model I.
Soldering is required so as I always say, if you are not confident in
soldering, get someone else who is skilled to undertake this modification
for you. Since no traces need to be cut the modification is easily
reversible if things go wrong.

Items required:
Eprom: 2764
Wires: Black (10cm long), Blue (10cm long), Orange (10cm long), Red
(5cm long)
Firstly you need to program the Eprom with this BIN file from the
Downloads page on my web site:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/downloads/model4romgen2BC.bin
Once programmed you need to do the following work to prepare the
Eprom for installation in your computer:
Bend out pin 2 and solder the blue wire to it.
Bend out pin 20 and solder the back wire to it.
Bend out pin 23 and solder the orange wire to it.
Bend pins 1, 27 and 28 under the chip and solder the red wire in a
manner which connects all three.

It should look like this:

Pictures: top (L) and under (R) of the 2764 Eprom. Notice pins 1,27 and 28 are joined
to the red wire.

If you haven't noticed yet, it will quickly become clear that we are
replacing a 24-pin Rom with a 28-pin Eprom. We will be replacing U4,
which is up in the top left corner of the motherboard.
While it is possible to make this modification with the motherboard left in
place, I prefer to remove it, which makes soldering the wires rather
easier.

Picture: completed modification and motherboard ready to re-install in the computer.

Once U4 has been removed, the programmed and modified 2764 is
inserted into the socket with the 4 pins at the front (pins 1,2,27,28)
overhanging at the front.
Make the following connections:
Solder the red wire U3 Pin 20 (this is the 5V source powering the Eprom)
Solder the black wire to the ground rail which runs across the top of the
motherboard, near the clip which holds the RFI shield behind the
motherboard. Note: the shield does not need to be removed.
Solder the orange wire to the pad directly below (and joined to) JP8*.
Solder the blue wire to the pad nearest the C in C29 silkscreen and
directly above the 9 in JP9*.
* You may need to clean away some of the green mask covering the
points needed to solder the orange and blue wires to. Also, I find it
easier to remove U5 and the JP8 jumper when soldering these two wires.
It should look like this:

Picture: shows the completed modification.

Here is a better close-up of the black, blue and orange wires from Dean
Bear (thanks Dean) clearly shows where the wires need to go:

Picture: wire-routing close-up. (Photo courtesy of Dean Bear)

Re-assemble the motherboard back into your computer and test the
system in the normal manner first to make sure it runs as a floppy-based
system and boots properly. If everything seems right, connect your
FreHD and download the starter image for the Auto Boot Model III and 4.

Pros / Cons
The main Pro of this modification is that since it doesn't protrude any
higher than the Rom chip removed, there is still plenty of room to install
a Hi-Res graphics board if needed.
Also the aluminium RFI shield can be re-installed without any special
sheet-metal acrobatics needed to make it fit.
The main Con of this modification is that you lose the ability to drop to
Model III Rom Basic (ie. Cass? and Memory Size?) which may or may not
be important depending on how you use your computer.
You can still load a DOS, invoke Basic language and CLOAD tapes if
needed however most software is available already online transferred
from tapes and ready to use.

NF6X little adapter board
For those who wanted the ability to go back and boot Model III Rom
Basic, Mark Blair (a.k.a NF6X) designed a neat little PCB which holds both
the original ROM and the new Eprom, and allows you to switch between
them with a switch accessible through the cooling vent on the top of the
computer. You need to get your own PCB made (typically through Osh
Park) and solder the sockets, pins and switch as needed. For more
information check out Mark's web page on the subject:
http://www.nf6x.net/2013/11/version-2-of-trs-80-model-4-rom-adapter/
Please be aware that NF6X doesn't and won't make or sell these, and the
project is posted for those who have the ability to assemble and install it
themselves. Bugging NF6X about buying one will result in the same
reply.
Next time: FreHD Auto Boot on the Model 4P
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.
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Configuring a Floppy SONY MPF 920
M1 TRS-80/3 / IV and 4P
Pascal Holdry
This floppy is the latest generation and is compatible IBM PC and SUN
It therefore operates under three fashion
1) Mode 1:
2) Mode 2:
(TRS-80
3) Mode 3:

720KB (speed disk 300 TR / min) IBM PC and TRS-80
1.2MB (disk rotational speed TR 360 / min) and SUN
floppy 8 ")
1.44MB (speed disk 300 TR / min) IBM PC in HD

The strap SH1 can change the disk rotation speed via the sheet 34
strands.

Floppy SONY MPF 920
Top view

Bottom view

There are several versions of "PCB" for this floppy drive. I will describe
only two

Overview of the "PCB" version 1

Overview of the "PCB" version 2

SONY 920 MPF configuration for a PC
The strap S1 or SEL1 selects the Floppy No. 1. This strap is made by a
"CMS" 0 Ohm resistance
SONY 920 MPF setup for a TRS-80 floppy # 1
The strap S1 or SEL1 selects the Floppy No. 1. This strap is made by a
"CMS" 0 Ohm resistance
There is no change to be made

PCB v1

PCB v2

SONY 920 MPF setup for a TRS-80 floppy No. 0
Two changes are made.
Remove the resistance "CMS" Ohm position of S1 or SEL1
Place this resistance "CMS" in the position where S0 strap SEL0

After these changes, it
remains for you to make a
flat cable of 34 strands with
an HE10 34 pin connector to
connect to floppy disk edge
connector on the Expansion
Interface

PCB v1

NOTE: It is not necessary to
place a network (DIL) of 150
ohm load resistors for floppy
3.5 with a 5.25 floppy when/
if using mixed drives.
It may be necessary to add a
resistor network (DIL) 150
Ohm load in the DIL support
provided for this purpose on
the Floppy 5.25 .

PCB v2

REGUSB + + FREDHD REGBT
The RegUSB and FredHD maps are redrawn to fit in a box distributed
by FARNELL

COMING SOON
RS232 cable 9 / 25P TRS-80 M1

In Mav's Workshop
COLOR COMPUTER DISK DRIVES
By Ian Mavric

History: In 1980 Tandy released it's Color Computer, its small home and
educational computer system designed to be connected to a colour or
B&W TV set. It was priced and marketed as a competitor to similar
machines of the time which include the Apple ][ plus and the Atari
400/800. Early Tandy advertising and press releases implied it was also
a great way to get the kids off your "real" TRS-80 Model I, II or III so
you could get on with work and your kids played games and learned
elementary programming techniques. Techniques seen as invaluable in
the new computerised future looming just around the corner as the
1980s progressed.
While the Coco, as it became known, was released with fairly low
specifications (4K Color Basic (26-3001) and 16K Extended Basic (263002)) in order to keep the costs down, the smarts inside of the machine
were quite sophisticated for the time and it was not long before talented
programmers and indeed hardware hackers saw the potential of the
machine and upgrades appeared. High resolution graphics was
becoming a big thing, as well as a reasonable amount of memory for
complex programs and floppy disk storage are all part of what was
considered de-regur for a serious computer system in the early 1980s.
Surprised by the interest and uptake in their Coco platform, in 1981
Tandy upgraded the memory to 32K and released a disk drive for the
machine in early '82. The Color Computer as a serious alternative to the
Atari 400, Apple ][plus and even the Model III had arrived.

Picture:
an
academic
uses his
32K Coco
1 for
writing
research
papers

Disk Drives on the Coco: The first disk drive was the 26-3022 which
these days we call the "grey" disk drive as its paintwork matched the
computer it was designed to be used with. It was impressive looking but
was not the most reliable piece of engineering to come from Radio Shack.
Very few still work these days and they are best avoided because the TEC
mechanisms are archaic, even by 1982 standards, only able to read 35
tracks and step at 30ms. This set the standard for all subsequent Radio
Shack disk drives, as this was the lowest common denominator. The 263022 controller is also the most complicated and least reliable version, its
a variation on the Model III disk controller and requires 12V in addition to
the usual 5V and for this reason it only works on the Coco 1, or later
models only with a Multi-Pak Interface. Having said that many are still in
active use, and with clean edge connectors run reasonably well. Just
don't go buying one for a Coco 2 or 3 and expect it to work without an
MPI.

Picture: early Coco disk drives - best avoided if at all possible
The next disk drive was better, it carried the catalog number 26-3029
and this time it was painted white to match the newly released 64K Color
Computer and the soon-to-be-released Coco 2. The disk drive
mechanism was this time a Texas Peripherals disk drive as was in use in
the Model III/4 computer, and while it was far from the last word in disk
drive technology, it could step at 6ms and read up to 40 tracks.
However, to maintain compatibility with the earlier drive it stepped at
30ms and still used only 35 tracks. The disk controller was re-designed
at this time to use only a 5V supply so this controller worked with the
Coco 2, as well as the Coco 1. This and all subsequent controllers work
with all Cocos, 1,2 and 3.

FD-Series disk drives: By 1985 the Coco disk drive was looking rather
dated, being a full height disk drive mounted in an upright case. The
basic design of a Tandy disk drive had remained basically unchanged
since they released the first disk drive for the Model I in 1978. Halfheight disk drives had been perfected by 1985 and Tandy had been using
them successfully in the TRS-80 Model 4P so decided to design a new
disk drive unit which mounted up to two half height disk drives
horizontally on top of each other, in a neat little unit called the FD-500.
The Radio Shack TRS-80 name was dropped at this time, replaced with
"Tandy" and the controller was unchanged except for its label it was still
a 26-3029 controller. The FD-500 (catalog number 26-3129) had Tandon
TM65 single-sided disk drives (one or two) installed and reliability was
about equivalent to that of the 26-3029 disk drive. The main problem
with the TM65 was its inability to properly latch a diskette if it was even
slightly off-centre inside its jacket. It made a terrible sound and was in
no way good for the diskette. The best way to avoid this problem was to
have the drive spinning as you close the latch. This clamping problem
seemed to get worse the older the drives got, so when they were new it
wasn't too bad but once it had been in service for 2 or 3 years the
clamping was a real headache.
In 1986 Tandy wised up to the shortcomings mentioned above and
released the re-designed replacement, the FD-501. This was a major
upgrade which included a newly-design disk controller in a much smaller
case, this time with gold-plated connectors for increased reliability. The
whole unit was designed by TEC in Japan and featured a very rugged TEC
FB501 disk drive. No latching or other notable problems with this setup,
and though the drive could easily operate at 40 tracks and step at 6ms, it
still stuck with the old 35 track and 30ms stepping like all previous
drives. It's worthwhile noting that by now OS/9 had been released and
enterprising users found you could set the operating system up to take
advantage of the newer drives extra tracks and speed, so most OS/9
users did.

Picture:
advertisement for
the FD-501 disk
drive

Finally in late 1987 one last disk drive was released, called the FD-502 it
was again made by TEC and it was aimed squarely at the Coco 3, though
it did work with all previous versions of the Coco. Selling a single-sided
drive in 1987-88 would be a joke so the FD-502 gets a double-sided disk
drive by TEC called the FB-502 which has a usable capacity under OS/9
Level II of 360K. In native mode it's still restricted to 35 tracks/156K of
storage as with all previous models. The controller was redesigned
again, this time the expensive gold-plated connectors were taken away
but the ROM socket was replaced with a 28-pin Intel 2764 8K compatible
one, instead of the previous 24-pin Motorola 8K compatible one. This
gives rise to the potential for the average hacker to modify their
operating system by programming a 2764 with any cheap Eprom
programmer.

Picture: advertisement for the FD-502 disk drive
Disk Drives in 2016: So you want to add a disk drive to your Coco or a
Dragon 32/64 and you want to do it right and not waste money? Using
the guide above you can easily see that the FD-501 and FD-502 are the
ones to look for. If in good working condition the FD-500 or even the 263029 will do the job in most cases, leaving only the earliest 26-3022 to
avoid. If you are only after a controller and have a Coco 1 or an MPI
then even a 26-3022 controller in good condition should suffice. All of
these controllers can support normal 360K PC compatible drives and will
also work with the HxC floppy drive emulator once you work out the
foibles to getting the disk images into the correct format to work on the
HxC.

Dragon owners who are having trouble locating an original DragonDos
controller have the option to use a Coco controller (any version will do)
which need an Eprom upgrade but will work on the Dragon and read/
write both DragonDOS and SuperDOS disks. The Eprom upgrade is
more complicated than simply removing an old one and installing a new
one; a certain amount of re-wiring is needed so it's best left to the
experts who know what they are doing. On the other hand this does lend
itself to installing a switchable DOS Eprom with two DOS versions on it
(one for the Coco and one for the Dragon) so you only need one disk
controller and it can be used on two computers at the flick of a switch.
RE-FD502 and RE-FD502-KIT: The sad fact is that although there are
reasonable numbers of controllers out there on eBay and other places for
sale, most are sold AS-IS untested, and in my experience 1 in 3 either
don't work or have developed some amount of flakiness. Prices on eBay
vary from around $USD60.00 to over $USD100.00, which is a fair price if
the device works properly, but really annoying if you have to buy two or
three of them at this price to get a good one. It would be much better if
someone made these new still from new components. And so with this in
mind, Pascal from www.prof-80.fr assisted me with readying a
reproduction of the FD-502 controller, which I now sell as a fully built
controller for $USD69.00 or in a kit form for $USD40.00

Based on the old FD-502 controller design it features the handy Intel
compatible 2764 socket so people can easily upgrade their DOS as they
see fit. It has so far been tested with the Coco 1, 2 and 3 as well as the
Dragon 64. It has proven to be 100% compatible with the old FD-502
controller, and even fits inside the old FD-502 plastic enclosure if your
unit has died you can drop a RE-FD502 straight in. The RE-FD502-KIT
for true hardware hackers who like to solder their own Heathkit-style
computer accessory projects together themselves saves some money
over the pre-built one and comes with all the parts needed to get it
completed. If you can solder competently and read a BOM then you can
complete this kit. I may ask about the soldering ability of prospective
buyers to make sure in my mind the builder will have the best possible
chance of success in completing the kit.

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.
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Oneliner competition

results

Hi Dusty, here is my competition entry, it's a one line program which computes what day it
is given the date.
In the 1st example, today’s date 28th November, 2016, returns Monday, which it is.
In the 2nd example 1st Jan 2017, new years day, falls on a Sunday.
In the last example the date 3rd August, 6977 shows us the date the Model I turns 5000
years old is on a Sunday.
For those interested it's written in Model 4 Basic.
Cheers,
Ian.

Planet & moon

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP:

"SOLE" EXPLAINED Part 2
(New_PERC Doubler)
- BACKUP LDOS 5.3.1 DOUBLE DENSITY ON THE
MODEL 1 by Ian Mavric
Last Time: A few issues ago I wrote about the history of double density
adapters for the Model I and how LDOS utilised the device to get around
156K storage on a 35-track diskette, 184K on a 40-track single -sided
diskette, 360K on a 40-track double sided diskette and 720K on an 80track double-sided diskette. Using double density drivers PDUBL/CMD or
RDUBL/CMD in LDOS 5.1.4 or FDUBL in LDOS 5.3.1 you can format and
work with double density diskettes easily and as an added bonus the file
structure is compatible with LDOS 5.x on the Model III and LS-DOS 6.x
on the Model 4, making data transportability really easy.
Since the Model I can't boot a diskette with a double density track zero,
Misosys released a program called SOLE which reformatted track zero in
single density with some additional instructions to kick the system in
double density operation, thus giving users a double density bootable
diskette in drive 0. I showed step-by-step how to set up a doubledensity booting disk for your own systems.
New_Perc: Since that last article I've started production of the
New_Perc double density adapter for the Model I. It's the first new
double density adapter for the TRS-80 since the late 1980s, and was a
joint effort between Prof-80 and Régis Munoz, which takes the design of
the old Percom Doubler II and reduces the parts count from 14 chips to
10 while maintaining compatibility with the old Percom. It's built up from
all new parts and is not only compatible with LDOS, but also double
density versions of other popular operating systems such as Newdos/80
v2.00, Dosplus 3.5 and Multidos 2.01

Picture: New_Perc with the WD1771 out of the EI installed on it

Picture: New_Perc has a gold-plated connector for reliability

Picture: Percom Doubler II (left) sitting next to a New_Perc doubler

HOW TO BACKUP A DOUBLE DENSITY BOOTING DISK :
Previously: In the single density world of LDOS 5.3.1 to backup a
diskette you would use the QFB utility. QFB stands for Quick Format and
Backup, and simply reads a single density track from the source disk,
formats a track on the destination disk, dumps the track and verifies it,
and moves onto the next one. It starts at track zero and finishes with
however many tracks it finds on the source diskette. QFB has one
limitation which makes it unusable for backing up your mixed density
disk is that QFB can only work with one density or the other, but can't
handle a disk where track zero is single density and the rest of them are
double density.
Two Step Process: There is a way to backup the diskette using the
Format and Backup commands in the traditional manner. The only thing
which is important here is that the destination disk is already formatted
in the correct mixed density format with track zero single density and the
rest in double density.
1: Format the destination disk with FORMAT :1 (SYSTEM)

It's important at this step that the cylinder count of the destination disk
is the same as that of the source disk, which will normally be 40
cylinders, however some people use 35 cylinders and others push their
drives to 41 or 42 cylinders if their drives are capable. For
compatibilities' sake, I use 40 cylinders:

Once completed you can see that it has re-formatted track zero in single
density:

2. Use the BACKUP command to copy the disk track-by-track to the
destination disk. LDOS users habitually use the QFB command to backup
disks and the BACKUP command to copy file-by-file because that is what
both utilities are best designed for, however in this instance type
BACKUP :0 :1 by itself, without qualifiers:

It may say there is a Pack ID error and this is normal if it does, just reply
N which will make it continue the backup, which this time will be track-by
-track, including the single density track zero. Once completed your
destination disk will boot and run without problems.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and collects
TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife and kids in
Melbourne, Australia.

LOOKING FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
FOR YOUR TRS-80 MODEL 4/4D?
Then you simply must have the

"Improved Grafyx Resolution
Solution!"

-Improved version of the established Grafyx Solution GX 4.2 board
-640x240 resolution for a total of 153,600 pixels, High Bandwidth
-Easy install in minutes inside your Model 4, Gate-Array Model 4, or 4D
-4P version is just around the corner - stay tuned!
-Compatible with most M3 and M4 Hi-Res software for Radio Shack HRG
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia or UK
Order yours today exclusively from:
UK and EU: BetaGamma Computing: bgialopsos@aol.com
Rest of the world: http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/hires/hires.htm

IN MAV'S WORKSHOP
FreHD AUTO BOOT EPROM PART 4:
HOW TO INSTALL IT ON THE MODEL 4P
PORTABLE COMPUTER
By Ian Mavric
In previous issues of TRS8Bit I've discussed how to install the FreHD
Auto-boot Eprom into a TRS-80 Model III and Model 4NGA (easy - just
remove an old Rom chip and replace it with a newly programmed
Eprom), and a Model I (difficult - requires soldering, and a switch as well
as 6 wires), and last time how to install it on the 4GA and 4D. This
article explains how to add the FreHD auto boot Eprom to a Model 4P
Portable Computer (cat. no. 26-1080 and 26-1080A). It's more difficult
that adding the Eprom to the Model III and 4NGA but less difficult than
adding one to a Model I, 4GA or 4D. Soldering is required so as I always
say, if you are not confident in soldering, get someone else who is skilled
to undertake this modification for you. Since no traces need to be cut
the modification is easily reversible if things go wrong.

Items required:
Eprom: 2732
Wires: Grey 3cm and 15cm
Firstly you need to program the Eprom with this BIN file from the
Downloads page on my web site:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/downloads/model4p_FIX-I_rom.bin

Once programmed you need to do the following work to prepare the
Eprom for installation in your computer:
Bend out pin 18 and solder the short wire to it.
Solder the other end of that wire to pin 12 near the top where it enters
the chip, that way the pin can still go into the IC socket.
Bend out pin 21 and solder the long wire to it.
It should look like this:

Picture: pin 18 connects to pin 12
and pin 18 goes through a PCB hole
and is soldered under the
motherboard

Installing the Eprom:
You will need to remove the motherboard from your 4P and this is quite a
job due to the rugged nature of the design of the 4P, it's designed to be
more sturdily than it's desk-bound brothers. The outer case it opened by
removing the four white screws (2 either side) of the 4P case and then
two more under the carry-handle. The case just slips off. Once inside
you need to loosen the back black cover, and then the motherboard tray,
which its held in place by eight screws (4 per side). After you unplug the
disk drive cable you can fold the motherboard out.
Since a wire needs to be soldered to the underside of the motherboard,
you need to disconnect the motherboard connections (video, power,
reset, ground) which will remove the motherboard from the rest of the
system. Now you can undo the screws which hold the motherboard to
the metal tray. When you remove the motherboard from the metal tray
you can unplug the keyboard. Your motherboard looks like this:

Picture: 4P GateArray
motherboard, 4P
Non-Gate Array
motherboard is
similar.

On the 4P Non-gate array (26-1080) the chip you are looking for is in
the centre of the motherboard marked U70 and this may well look like
the Eprom you just prepared with the wires. If so, life is easy, unsolder
the wire which runs to pin 21 and install the Eprom into U70 socket. You
are done.
If U70 has a regular 24-pin Rom, then you need to remove it and install
the newly prepared Eprom into U70 socket. The wire attached to pin 21
needs to go through the hole in the motherboard right above U88 and it
gets soldered to pin 18 of U70 socket. (Remember how pin 18 of the
2732 Eprom was bent out so it didn't go into the socket? The aim here is
to connect pin 21 of the Eprom to where pin 18 would have gone.)

Pictures: wire
goes through
hole near U88,
and comes out
the under the
motherboard

Since the motherboard picture above is a little hard to see, here is a
close-up where the wire gets soldered (U70 pin 18):

On the 4P Gate Array (26-1080A) is a similar process. By the time
the 4PGA was released the Eprom with the wires was gone and a Rom
was installed in it's place, this time in U69 but its still easy to find right in
the middle of the motherboard.
U69 has a regular 24-pin Rom, and you need to remove it and install the
newly prepared Eprom into U69 socket. The wire attached to pin 21
needs to go through the hole in the motherboard right above U88 and it
gets soldered to pin 18 of U69 socket. (Remember how pin 18 of the
2732 Eprom was bent out so it didn't go into the socket? The aim here,
again, is to connect pin 21 of the Eprom to where pin 18 would have
gone.)

Picture: underside
of the 4PGA
motherboard
shows where the
wire goes (U69
pin 18)

Fitted it looks like this:

Reassembly and Testing:
Putting the computer back together is essentially a reversal of the steps
used to disassemble it taking note of the following:
1. When you put the motherboard back on the metal holding tray, you
need to plug in the keyboard before you install the screws which hold it
to the tray.
2. The power, video, reset plugs and ground tag at the front of the
motherboard can be difficult to get connected so take your time and use
long-nose pliers.
3. Once the motherboard tray assembly is re-installed don't forget to
plug in the disk drive data-cable.
Before connecting your FreHD, turn the 4P on and observe the three
language boot error message comes up as normal, then test a few of
your favourite floppy disks to make sure the disk drives work properly.
You can now connect your FreHD noting the following:

1. The data cable exits down from the 50-way I/O bus on the Model 4P.
It doesn't exit upwards even if you plan to sit your FreHD on top of the
4P (which most people do). The red-stripe on the data cable is on the
printer-port side not the RS232 port side.
2. Power your FreHD up before the 4P and wait for the single flash of the
green LED before powering up your 4P.
3. You will find that the FreHD auto-boot images for the Model 4 work: LS
-DOS 6.3.1 and CP/M 2.2, but Model III mode images don't and won't
appear on the FreHD boot menu unless you have a copy of modela/iii
ROM image in the root directory of the SD card. Once that image is in
place all Model III mode auto-boot images become available. If you need
assistance to get model iii copied over to your SD card, shoot me an
email.
Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com
Ian Mavric is an IT Specialist who also restores and
collects TRS-80's and classic cars. He live with his wife
and kids in Melbourne, Australia.

“Quinnterface” Mini Expansion Interface for
16K Model 1 FreHD users.
- COMPLETLY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED -

This is THE perfect device for all Model 1 users who own a 16K
Level II unit, (which is most of us!), but no Expansion
Interface or disk drives, especially if you don't want to modify
your M1 with upgraded boot ROM or memory upgrade.
The ‘Quinnterface’, developed by J. Andrew Quinn from New
Zealand, adds 32K RAM and auto-boot functionality to you
FreHD.
U.K. And Europe, contact Bas. at BetaGamma Computing.
U.S.A. And rest of the world, contact Mav. At “The Right Stuff”

LOOKING FOR FAST,
INEXPENSIVE, UNLIMITED MASS
STORAGE FOR YOUR TRS-80
MODEL I/III/4/4P/4D?
The amazing

"FreHD"

-Emulates a TRS-80 hard drive, but faster than any hard drive!
-Works with your favourite DOS (LS-DOS, LDOS, CP/M, Newdos/80 2.5)
-Uses SD card for storage medium
-Bonus free Real Time Clock function!
-Designed in Belgium and proudly built and shipped from Australia
-Kit form or fully assembled
Order yours today:
http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/emulator

Mav Quarterly

Updates on the state of the Biz,
in no particular order
by Ian Mavric
Kit costs: I sell two project kits currently which are designed for those
skilled in soldering to both partake in the enjoyment of building up a
working electronic attachment for their computer and save them some
money at the same time. These are the FreHD CKD kit and the REFD502-KIT floppy disk controller for the Coco. Some have commented
on the price of these kits, being seemingly higher than that of similar kit
projects back in the day. Yes I would like to be able to bring these kits
to the marketplace more cheaply but please look past the low cost parts
in them and recognise some parts are hard to find and/or expensive.
The best example of this is the WD1773 disk controller IC in the REFD502-KIT which costs me around $20 in a kit I sell for $40.
Kit components: Following on from the above topic, the ever popular
FreHD Kit A and Kit B are geared toward those who have parts drawers of
resistors, capacitors, LEDs etc. If you are buying, say, a Kit B to save $
and have most of the other parts, ask me about the parts you need to
complete the device, I'm happy to sell them at the going rate and include
them in the package with your Kit B. This way when it arrives you can
start soldering and have your project up and running quicker than if you
received it, and need to order a handful of parts from and wait for those
to be delivered before commencing.
Important cable reproductions for the Model I: In the last few
months I have brought to the marketplace some important cables which
replace those which if they are missing or not working properly, will severely limit what you can do with your Model I. The first is the NewBUFF
cable which is a reproduction/replacement of the Buffered Interface Cable
used on early Expansion Interfaces. At $45 it's cheaper than many of the
used 35+ year old Buffered Cables which appear on eBay. Email me if
you need help deciding whether you need one of these for your Expansion Interface. I can work out what is needed from a couple of photos of
your EI PCB. The second cable is the RS232 cable reproduction, Oftentimes people buy an EI which has an RS232 board inside it and are missing the all-important cable. Or you buy an RS232 board off eBay or CL
and it doesn't come with the cable. The reproduction serial cable can get
you connected up to you serial device with ease.

Coming in 2017: Other things I have been working on is a reproduction
of the printer interface cable for the Model I which plugs directly into the
keyboard unit, a RS232C serial board for the Model I Expansion Interface, and a version of the RS232 cable which terminates in a DB-9 connector instead of the original DB-25. No dates are set thus far but if you
are interested in any of these future products drop me a line.
South America: Once again a parcel shipped to South America, this
time Mexico, has gone into the snail-mail-deliver-it-when-we-feel-like-it
cue at the local mail sorting and delivery warehouse. I feel sorry for the
buyer waiting patiently for his items. The rationalist in me says I should
just do what annoyed eBayers do, which is simply limit sending their
wares to countries which delivery is consistently good, and exclude everyone else. To my mind this is a cowards way out as we are all trying to
grow the vintage computer hobby and community and restricting sales to
"easy" groups is a cop out. I think the best way forward is to prepare an
email stating that while roughly half the shipments to South America go
smoothly, the other half get held up for whatever bogus reason (Australia
post advises me the date that parcels arrive in South America, usually 56 days after I send them, the rest of the wasted time is due to the postal
systems in their respective South American countries), stating clearly
that if you really REALLY want their items to arrive in a timely, fully
trackable manner, you need to pay for a more professional service, like
EMS.
Where is the Order button?: A few people over the years have asked
me how to order items from my web site, since there is no clear ORDER
button like on other web sites. Email is your friend here and I usually respond within 12 hours. If I'm online when your email arrives you may
hear from me straight away. The reason for this is because so many
items I sell are system specific and usually require additional questions to
make sure that the thing you are ordering will work on your particular
system. The same goes for my eBay store where most things are
shipped as they appear on the site however I may ask a couple of questions just like if you'd ordered it from my web site. A classic example is
people who buy an Improved Grafyx board for a 4P and order the Model
4 version: people new to TRS-80s often don't know what they need to
achieve a particular result. I aim to make sure your project or upgrade
goes well.

Next Year's Competition: In the last 12 months I've seen a growing
number of really crap-tastic badly looked after TRS-80 items appearing
on eBay. Oftentimes, I am horrified... this stuff was EXPENSIVE when
new. As a teen when this stuff came out I know how long it took to save
for each item doing menial jobs to buy an Expansion Interface, Disk
Drive, and Daisy Wheel printer, just so I could do more menial jobs
(programming and WP) to save more money to buy more of this expensive hardware. Seeing it in a poor state these days is disheartening, but
quickly becoming commonplace. Lets have a competition to see who has
the worst cared for piece of hardware which still functions. I call the
competition "I Bet They Couldn't Wait To Get It Home". Below is a picture of the sort of thing I'm talking about:

The Right Stuff: One stop TRS-80 shop for restored systems, hardware
upgrades, spare parts, books, magazines, software, cables and advice.

Ian Mavric
ianm@trs-80.com

TRS-Pic.
Coming soon for your MISE equipped TRS-80 Model I or your M3SE
equipped TRS-80 Model III or 4. Supports both 128x48 standard TRS-80
resolution or 640x240 hi-resolution with an optional Hi-Res graphics card.
Full details from - http://pski.net/trs-pic/

Once you unzip, you can copy the appropriate commands for your TRS-80
using the MISE/M3SE FTPD service. Be sure to transfer using Binary mode.
See the README.TXT for more details.

You can search for images just
like you do in Google Images.
Here is what the TRS-Pic title
screen looks like on a TRS-80
Model I.

Here is Boba Fett as viewed
on a TRS-80 Model 4 with a
Hi-Res card.

Here is Boba Fett again, this
time viewed on a TRS-80
Model I with standard
128×48 resolution.

Here is Boba Fett again, this
time viewed on a TRS-80 Model
I using the MISE PCG-80 emulation on a VGA monitor.

The BEST in TRS-80s
Call The Right Stuff

Ask for Ian
The number is +61 416 184 893
That's The Right Stuff
And he's in Melbourne

http://ianmav.customer.netspace.net.au/trs80/

